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A Nester and First Cotton Grower on the Plains 
Portrays in Personal Experience Story the 

Cowboy-Nester Land-Wars and Conquests of 

THE LLANO ESTACADO 
and NORTHWEST TEXAS 

from Cow-Land to Cotton- and Grain-Land. 

PRICE 75c 
Those who read the M. S. say it is interestingly informa- 

tive, touchingly human, humorously entertaining, 
thought inspiring, and worthwhile history. 

HERE ARE THE WORDS OF SOME OF THEM: 
A PROMINENT CLUB WOMAN, EX-SCHOOL TEACHER AND 

COUNTY SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT SAYS: 

"To Whom It May Concern: 
I have read with much inten st the manuscript Visions On Higher Ground, Espec- 

ially the Llano Estacado written by W. P. Florence of Slaton. This book is treated in a 
little different way from any of the manuscripts and published books that I have read 
or reviewed up to this time using as their subject matter Texas, or bearing on Texas. 

I think Mr. Florence's book depicts very clearly the early days out in this section 
of the State. His book is different in that he features the settlers or farmers rather 
than the cowmen. Their struggles to acquire homes and to keep them after acquiring 
same is well told. The descriptions of country, soil structure, water and mirages are 
very worth while. He understands the people he writes about and gives rather an ac- 
curate account of their lives. It is interesting to me that he received this knowledge 
from a three fold angle namely as a school teacher, a singing school teacher and as a 
farmer. The book is a good picture of his own life, the people about him and a most 
worthwhile description of the great section of our state known as the Llano Estacado 
and the eastern approach to same." 

MAE MURFEE, Chairman Centennial, Seventh District 
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Explanation 

In our haste to get a small edition of this 

book to the people by the time set for the 

opening of the Texas Centennial, the Sixth of 

June, many errors are slipping by and much 

room is left for improvement. 

The author solicits criticism and sugges- 

tios for making the book better in another 

edition. He would like to receive some real 

flesh and blood historical stuff to add to this 

book. 

He is grateful for Ilelpful criticisms of 

this by Dr. Wm. C. Holden, Professor of His- 

tory in Texas Tech, and author of several 

historical works; R. A. Baldwin, author of 

"Santa"; Miss Mae Murfee, Chairman Cen- 

tennial Seventh District, T. F.; Dr. W. F. Fry, 

Chairman of Bible Literature, Texas Techno- 

logical College; and Miss Irene Armes, Teacher 

of ,English, Sl;ton High School. 

The name, William Tubbs, in the center 

of page 71 should be Isham Tubbs. 

W.P.F. 
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Preface 

The purpose of this reminiscent auto-biography is to "historize" an 

epoch of Texas not yet treated by historians or Centennial writers. This 

epoch opened the wonderful era of development of West Texas that has 

occurred since A. D. 1900, especially on and around the Llano Estacado. 

Permeating this story will also be the purposes to characterize the 

people and the country that made the epoch, to give the Nester his place 

of glory by the already glorified Cowboy, and to suggest routes of pioneer- 

ing efforts that, if faithfully followed, will lead to a still more glorious era. 
a 

This contribution is dedicated to the thousands of noble women that 

pioneered as heroically as the men towards making the country, and to 

the hundreds of unnoticed school teachers that emerged from Texas dream- 

ers into West Texas builders. 

It is hoped that the other Plains towns will not be offended at the 

prominence given Lubbock, for Lubbock could not help happening to be 

the lonesome town at the head of Yellow House canyon that became the 

gateway that let in the first armies of nesters to spread over and conquer 

the South Plains Cattle Empire inspite of all that the early Lubbock could 

do. 

The writer has lived on and near the Llano Estacado for nearly forty 

years and had about all the experiences of the average nester in developing 

the country and believes he can best give its history by just describing his 

own experiences and observations and those of the ones he contacts. 
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Chapter I 

INTRODUCTION 

DLAR READERS: Let's imagine ourselves the thousands of home and 
land seekers in A. D. 1900 searching for the "Land of Promise," not know- 
ing where it is, what it is, nor what it will cost. As I went ahead then and 
"spied" out the land and reported back, I shall do the same for this story 
in this its prospectus. We :find the most important character is 

THE LLANO ESTACADO, WONDER OF THE MODERN WORLD. 

In the geographies of my youth the Llano Estacado, or Staked Plains, 
was prominent on every Texas map about midway of its western border. It 
extends approximately 300 miles north and south and over 200 miles east 
and west, partly into New Mexico. This high level plateau was taught as 
the Great American Desert, similar to the Sahara. It was said that "esta- 
cado" is Spanish for "staked" and was applied to this plain because, on 
parts of it, the only objects visible above the grass were old cactus and 
bear-grass stems that resembled stakes. Others said the first explorers had 
to leave stakes set in order to find their way back, and thus started the 
name. I prefer the theory of Robert J. Hill that the word "estacado" meant 
"stockaded" and was applied to these plains because they are surrounded 
by a great rugged wall like a stockade. 

This wall is most prominent on the east and west sides, where tho 
earth rises very abruptly to a height of some 500 feet to this level floor 
that extends hundreds of miles without another hill. This wall is the foot 
of the Plains and is called the Caprock. The white caliche layer that lie3 
under the soil of the Plains is exposed near the top of this wall which ap- 
pears, to one approaching it, as a long solid mountain extending beyond 
eyesight range in either direction he looks. It is indented by many eroded 
gorges, two of which, the Yellow House and the Blanco, extend almost 
across the Plains. They are a mile wide and over 100 feet deep for many 
miles out into the Plains. These and Moore's Draw, farther south, are heads 
of the Brazos. Some shallower draws in Dawson and Gaines counties form 
the Colorado River. 

This 300 mile by 200 mile expanse of rich grass-covered soil is so level 
that the gradual slope southeast is imperceptible and one cannot tell that 
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he is approaching one of these draws, or canyons, or even the edge of the 
Plains, till he is very near the bluff. Almost every mile there will be one or 
two circular shallow basins that hold the surplus rain water and constitute 

lakes in the seasonable years. 

To portray more vividly the Llano Estacado, or Staked Plain, which 
we call simply the Plains, let's look at lonesome, dreamy, romantic, and 
ghostly old Double Mountain. Over 100,000 people living between.  Central 

Texas and the Plains can see Double Mountain any clear day. Millions oil 
others see it on travels through that part of the state. It is an oval shaped 
mountain with a double peak. Perhaps it is five miles around at the base, 
and it rises about 600 feet above the red soil of the mesquite brakes plain. 
Its sides are so steep and rough that it is rather a thrilling feat for the 
young folk to climb to the top to have their picnics. It is composed of about 
the same strata that compose the Plains and is supposed to be a lonesome 
remnant of the Plains that has withstood the erosion that moved the Cap-i 
rock from nearer Central Texas to where it is now, about fifty miles west 
of Double Mountain. Waters of the Brazos carried the crumbled sell on to- 
wards the sea and two prongs of it, Double Mountain Fork on the south 
and Salt Fork on the north, are still slashing at the foot of this mountain. 

In your imagination, let these peaks join together with one common 
flat top, as one of them now has, with rich grassy soil about on the leyel 
with that of the Plains. Now stretch your imagination enough to see springs 
of clear water eternally pouring out at crevices all around the sides of this 
mountain hundreds of feet above its base, showing the mountain as a col- 
lossal leaky standpipe for the water supply of West Texas. Then you will 
have in mind an image of a miniature Llano Estacado. 

Now in your mind let this image retain its steep sides and same height, 
but expand in breadth till its flat top spreads over an area of 60,000 square 
miles, still retaining just under its surface that sea of water that oozes out 
and trickles down its sides as everlasting elevated springs. Then you will 
have in mind a good image of the real Llano Estacado. 

If this had been the home of the early Chinese, they would not have 
needed to build that Great Wall for protection. By putting in their time and 
energy utilizing this country's natural resources, they could have still kept 
in front of all nations in progress and enlightenment. 

The water resources of the Llano Estacado are about the strangest 
freak of nature known. At most places just oflf the Caprock no water can 
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be found for several hundred feet in depth, but just up on the Caprock, 
400 feet higher, plenty of water may be had at a depth of 100 feet. 

One town just oif the Plains could not find water by digging near its 
city limits, but just up on the Plains, three miles west and 400 feet higher, 
pie/ ty of water was found. It is pumped with windmills and piped down to 

thf, city with enormous gravity pressure. I have wondered why a deep 
ditch, or tunnel, is not dug to the water so it could run like a river to the city. 

I have also wondered if God might get angry with these booming, 
haughty cities of West Texas and, with a mighty earthquake, make great 
cracks through the Llano Estacado and let its elevated sea flow out to wash 
away the proud cities of the lower plains, leaving these upstarts on the 
Caprock to dry up like transplanted tomato slips in a hot June wind. 

Then I remember the cracks have already occurred, as the canyons 
mentioned, but the water does not escape, except in the hill-side springs al- 
ready mentioned. Why is that the case when only a few yards from one of 
these canyons may be pumped from a well of less depth than the canyon a 
million gallons of good clear watE r every day for years without lowering the 
supply? I suppose it is due to the fact that sand strata hold the water like 
sponges. 

Let us dig and see how it is under the surface. I dug a well at Slaton 
to water at 70 feet deep. There were two feet of rich, brown, mellow top 
soil, four feet of stiltf red clay, ten feet of reddish caliche, which was almost 
white, twenty feet of sand rock, ten feet of blue clay, 10 feet of dry white 
sand, and 10 feet 4f sand rock. Then sand gradually growing wetter till 
water will stand at 70-foot depth. One can dig and draw out hundreds of 
bucketfuls of this water-sand without getting the well any deeper. This 
layer of quicksand is 26 feet thick, but too fine to allow water through fast 
enough to supply a large windmill. With well machine, casing was forced 
through into a dry red clay strata that cut oef the upper water and made 
the hole dry again. At 100 feet depth, the drill broke through into a coarser 
water sand, with some gravel, and the well immediately filled with water 
up to the 70-foot level, from where it cannot be lowered by pumping 40 gal- 
lons per minute, which is the capacity of my pump. A well six miles west 
just like mine pumps 600 gallons per minute with a Farm-All tractor. One 
ten miles south of me pumps 1,000 gallons per minute with a V-8 Ford 
engine. The wells of the City and Railroad altogether pump 2,500 gallons 
per minute and all this is land on which stockmen in 1910 did not think it 
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possible to get water. A few miles north and all over the middle Plains there 
are many hundred wells pumping around 1,000 gallons per minute without 
seeming to lower the water level. In some of these wells; the water level 
is only 30 or 40 feet below surface. But before this great flow can be had, 
mountains of sand must be pumped out to make sufficient room for Tree 
water. 

Some geologists say this underground ocean is supplied by our rain- 
fall and is not inexhaustable. But I doubt that much of our rain water ever 
gets through the soil and other strata to this under ground water. The wells 
and the springs are just as strong in dry years as in wet years. 

This water may come from the Rocky Mountains through strata that 
dip under the Rio Grande and the Pecos. The fact that clay only four feet 
thick holds water hundreds of feet below its level shows these strata may 
lead water to any depth and back up again. The fact that wells dug in the 
valleys west of us are artesian adds to that theory of our water's origin. It 
may also supply the artesian wells of South Texas. 

• 

If all this water goes through from the surface, why can't it pass out 
more freely thorugh the walls of the canyons and Caprock ? And why is 
it held under pressure some times many feet below its level ? 

When I saw a white deposit form along my ditches I was afraid thee 
water was injurious. But College Station chemists pronounced a sample of 
it 99% pure for irrigation. Soil that has been waterlogged every year for 
twenty-five years with that water will still produce as bountifully as ever 
if properly cultivated. The best way to irrigate is to fill the subsoil during 
the winter and not much will be needed in the summer when evaporation 
and crusting are troublesome. 

It is astounding to contemplate the possibilities for the soil, water, 
waterpower, and windpower now going to waste in West Texas for lack 
of being properly harnessed. Inventing ways to harness economically and 
utilize these natural resources will solve the problem of the country's future 
prosperity. 

DROUTHS, WINDS, AND MIRAGES 

There are many fantastic stories told about the Plains Drouths, 
Winds, and Mirages. The average annual rain fall is over 20 inches and 
since it falls mostly in the growing season bountiful crops are grown in the 
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average years. Every two or three years there will be short rainfall and 
short crops. But it has been only about once in 17 years that two short; 
years would come together and make a failure. When well irrigation is de- 
velopeil properly all that trouble will be overcome. We often have high 
winds j especially in the dry years, but they are always straight. We can; 
sleep ',.hrough the worst sand storm without fear of tornadoes or need of 
cellFrs. When we have sandstorms, tornadoes play havoc east of the Plains. 
The South Plains is not in that famous "Dust Bowl" in the sense of losing 
soil. Its rich soil was made richer by the dust it received. But some of our 
fields will lose soil to nearby fields if preventive measures are not taken. 

But as to mirages, the most unbelievable stories about them are true. Rays 
of light are bent when they pierce a rarer layer of air as a spoon seems 
bent in a glass of water. On a hot day the ground gets much hotter than the 
air and, if still, the lower air will be the hottest and rarest. Then rays carry- 
ing an image towards the ground slantingly from a distance will keep bend- 
ing till they turn upward before hitting the ground and bring the image! 
to the eye as if it came from the ground, or a lake, close by. But on cold, 
clear, still mornings the conditions are reversed because the ground gets 
colder than the air during the night. Rays carrying the image upward are 
bent by the warmer air till they turn back and come to the eye from above. 
At my place 14 miles south of Lubbock I have seen the court huse and town 
of Lubbock plainly suspended in the sky while in reality that town was in 
Yellow House valley with a high divide between me and it. 

THE COUNTRY'S HISTORY 

Not only is this a most wonderful country physically, it has a very 
fascinating human history. Measured by the heroic struggles and develop- 
ments accomplished in the first few years of this century there is no epoch 
in any history that is more gForious. "The Birth of A Nation" was just a 
shadow of what was about to happen in West Texas. All that is needed to 
make this epoch world famous is an Edna Ferber to "fictionize" it. Our 
Dorothy Scarbrough came to the foot of these Plains to write "The Wind;" 
but that was before this epoch was dreamed of. And when she wrote "IR 
The Land of Cotton" this, that is now the real" Land of ►Cotton," had not 
seen its first bale. 

Some charming stories have been told of its exploration period by J. 
Frank Dobie and of its cowboy era by Rollie Burns and Dr. W. C. Holden, 
but of this epoch in which a swarm of settlers, or "nesters," as the cowboys 
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called them, turned a great cow country into a greater cotton and grain 

country in one decade there has not been much told. 

We pioneers of this epoch should tell its stories from warm experience 
instead of leaving them to be dug out of cold stiff records. And let our 
purpose be to lead our children and the many new corners that will take oue 
plaCes to appreciate the greatness of the country they have inherited and re- 
solve to make it greater by continuing to pioneeer, not in new larids, but in. 
new regions of thought that will result in new inventions to develop and, 
utilize our peculiar resources so that a more glorious era will follow this 
one. We have seen this empire, as large as the average state, not long ago 
known as The Great American Desert, slowly grow into a glorious cow land 
and_ then suddenly with a great rush of home seekers change its ranches 
into cotton and grain farms, its few villaies into many sky scraping cities, 
and its few shack school houses into many brick high schools climaxed with 
one of the world's greatest universities. 

Where in our childhood, it was courting death from thirst to start 
across this land without carrying many days' supply. of water there is now 
4.'ound unbounded seas of the best well Water just below the surface. 

In this revolutionary epoch were heroic deeds, great sacrifices, long 
patient home hunting, and also many humorous and entertaining events. 
Just think of A long line of cowboys and as long a line cif nesters, each 
standing or camping for weeks at the clerk's door waiting for the day a 
cowman's lease will expire at midnight on 1.-1 large number of sections o C 
school land which will open those 'sections for sale to the first actual set- 
tler that files his application with the clerk. Of course those applicants 
had made their settlements and left some visible sign of same on the land. 
Some times the boys of one of ,these lines would pick the others up and 
carry them out to be tied or held while they themselves 	in and do the 
filing. 

And then would come the lonesome dugout life. of the women while 
their "hubbies" sod in crops living many miles from neighbors, with noth- 
ing to travel on faster than tired poor working horses. Many children, 
were born in tents or dugouts far from a doctor. Then prairie fires, sand-. 
storms, and drouths would come almost as often as the flourishing seasons 
that would produce bountiful crops without much work besides planting. 

Then there was dread of having one's claim, contested by some other 
claimant. Land boundries were .uncertain and sometimes whole communities 
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including their school would have to slide over a mile or two on account 
of later surveying. There were killings over land that are still unsolved. 
These were the experiences of the thousands of settlers that changed an 
em re in one generation from cowland to cottonland. This writer, as a 
div sification experiment helped to plant the patch, in A. D. 1901, that 
rai ad the first bale of cotton ever ginned from the Plains. Then in less 
Orin 30 years he saw the same county go to the extreme of producing. 
80,000 bales in one year. 

While a land agent at Lubbock, 1901, I published perhaps the first 
booklet advertising to the world this county's natural resources, its land 
situation, and the advantages it offered the home-seekers. At that time I 
predicted that this land would sell for 10 dollars per acre in 10 years. For 
that wild prediction some gave me the "horse laugh" that soon wanted to 
"horse whip" themselves for not believing me. I set my price at $12.50 per 
acre. The day Lubbock contracted for the Santa Fe some Lubbock men 
bought me out. That was before 10 years. Then before another 10 years 
some of that land sold at $60.00 per acre and I wanted to "horse whip" my 
self for being such a near-sighted prophet. Then Depression came and then 
the Great Drouth and we all went just about "broke." But where is the 
country where hope survives longer and revives more quickly ? Now the 
rains and snows have come again and greater booms will follow. 

A complete survey of this country's development from the savage state 
in which the buffalo and Indian reigned supreme for centuries involves 

about four eras: 

First, the Exploring and Trail blazing era when the Indians were con- 
quered by McKenzie, and others, and the buffaloes were killed by hunters. 

Second, the Cowboy era from about 1875 to 1900 when cattle and cow- 
boys reigned supreme. At first grazing was free and no fences used. Then 
as cowmen and herds increased lands were bought or leased and fenced with 
the newly invented barb-'vire. Lands were cheap =Ind the ranches large. For 
the glories of that era read "Rollie Burns." 

The Third Era .was from 1900 to the present when the Nesters captur- 
ed the country and turned the ranches into cotton and grain farms and put 
200,000 people to living where only 1,000 did live. That is , the era I wish to 

write about. 
E'  

The Fourth or Industrial era is just beginning with a cotton faCtory, 
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some packeries, some flour mills, and some steps towards utilizing our 
water resources to insure against drouths; and a Texas Technological Col- 
lege to instruct and lead in promoting all industries possible to u$3. 
Era will be what pioneers in thought and Educated workers make it. We 
may call these the Temporizing, Cattleizing, the Nesterizing, and the Indus- 

trializing eras. 

Perhaps the reader wonders who I am and whether I am qualified to 
handle this great. Subject, and I am wondering so myself. As to my name, 
I am such a plain man and am so natively and affectionately attached to 
these Plains, I prefer to be just Will Plain(s)man. However, on the section 
map of Lubbock County about 13 miles southwest of Lubbock, are two beau- 
tifully blocked sections in the name of W. P. Florence. I was that original 
grantee. Then in the district court records may be found the account where 
this claim was being made a test case in a boundry-line suit that located 
nearly 200 sections nearly two miles farther west than they were thought 
to be when first settled on. As a result all the settlers and two schools had 
to slide over. One school and post office were afterwards called Slide. Then 
in the Sollth Western Court Reporter may be ;found the record of the settle- 
ment of this claim with the court's final and standard definition of "actual 
settler." I was that contested "actual settler" in the case of Smith vs. 
Florence. 

TERMS EXPLAINED, 

Before proceeding with our history some special terms should be under- 
stood. Every body knows about cowboys, but what is a "nester"? At the 
beginning of this century there was re-acted in West Texas the!  drama first 
acted in the colonization of our country. The cowboys played the Indians 
and the "nester" played the Europeans. I haven't learned how "nester" got 
to be applied to those living on and cultivating the soil. I suppose it was 
applying the home nesting idea. 

The cowboys felt that the country was theirs by right of discovery and 
posssesion and were afraid the nesters would take the country and plow it 
up and ruin their extensive easy money-making ranch business, while the 
nesters, or those trying to become nesters, suspected many of the cowboys 
were "smuggling" lands that under a late tu2t of the Legislature should be 
open to purchase by actual settlers. And some of the nesters had not been 
careful about branding "dogies" and had given stockmen trouble. Cowboys 
thought of "nesters" about as Indians thought of "palefaces." 
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THE LAND SITUATION 

Tocis kept all her great domain when she joined the Union. She had 
set apakt millions of acres located in Gaines, Andrews, and other counties 
to the / University. She had traded 3,000,000 acres located on the west bord- 
er of the Plains for a state Capitol. She had given four leagues to each 
county for its school fund and much of this was located in the west part 
of the Plains. All these lands were in the hands of stockmen either• by lease 
or purchase. The rest of her domain she divided with her permanent free 
school fund and any railroads that would build lines in Texas. For every 
mile of road built the railroad company could survey 32 sections of 640 acres 
each out of any unsurveyed domain it chose and take for itself the 16 al- 
ternate odd numbered sections, leaving the other 16 even numbered sections 
for the state's permanent free school fund. 

These surveyors would lay off large blocks from designated starting 
points and then sectionize the blocks, numbering the sections, some times 

on paper without going on the ground. Some times these blocks would not 
join up and would eave vacant strips, and some surveys would overlap others. 
When surveys conflicted the oldest would hold good, while the younger 
would lose out on a contest. 

Those unsurveyed strips could be preempted by quarter-section nesters 
until about 1897 when all unsurveyed land was given to the school fund 
with provisions ;for it to be sectionized and then sold to actual settlers as 
other school lands. As surveying became more accurate many of these va- 
cant strips were found that were not before known to exist and of course 
had not been bought or leased. To find them got to be an important busi- 
ness for surveyors. Part of Slaton is built on land that was not known to 
exhist when the town started. The land I got was that kind. 

The railroad lands had long before been sold for a few cents per acre 
to people all over the nation and were patented and called patent lands. 
The school lands had been leased to stockmen for ten-year terms at 3 cents 
per acre per year—not subject to sale during the lease, i. e., for all countie3 
south of Lubbock and west of Stonewall counties, called the Absolute Lease 
District. The stockmen had got to releasing these lands for another ten 
years just before the old leases expired to continue holding them against 
sale to settlers. These were called "lap-leases." 
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The State would not sell school land to any but actual settlers. who 

would improve it and make their home on it for three years. Prior to 1898 

only one section could be bought and the price was $2.00 per acre. Under 

the conditions then it was hard to make a living on that small amount of 

land, and pay that price, and much of it forfeited. 

Then the Legislature passed a law providing that all school land should 

be 	as agricultural land or dry grazing land and that a settler 

could buy two sections of agricultural land or Sour of dry grazing. And 

nearly all of it on the Plains was dry grazing. The price was $1.50 per acre 

for agricultural and $1.00 per acre for dry grazing. The purchaser had to 

have a designated home tract and the others be within 5 miles of his home. 

Before the land rush many that had $2.00 land let it forfeit to repurchast- 

it at $1.00, 'with additional lands. Only one-fortieth was to be paid down and 

the balance could run 40 years at 3%. 

The court then decided that over lapping leases were void and thaw 

when a lease expired the land must be subject to sale foe a time to actual 

settlers. Our early statesmen were wise in preserving this land Tor home- 

makers to develop. 

These events caused millions of acres of school land to soon come 

on the market on the south Plains on the above terms, with Lubbock, Gail, 

Big Spring, Stanton, and Midland as the filing places. 

There were no other county sites in that region, and not even any 

nesters. This was the condition of a dozen counties on the South Plains, 

in 1900, that were occupied by large ranches owned mostly by non-residents 
but operated by local cowboys under ranch bosses. Now if these lands were 
to be taken by the nesters the ranches would soon be no more. And all roads 
and trails were filling with prospective nesters in covered wagons, hacks, 
and buggies hunting for these lands. 

The resulting two classes with the clashing Interests were natural and 
inevitable. These cowboy and nester wars began in the Legislature, cowmen 
trying to have the laws made so that they could buy the land cheaply or 
keep it leased. The war was then carried into court with decisions favorable 

to nesters. Therefore it looks as if the contest for the land is going to have 
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to be fought ,out on the lands and at the clerks' offices to which the counties 

are attached. 

We find, however, these two classes were the same human beings at 

heart ind became brethren as soon as they became acquainted. I had to be 

a nes er but, bless the cowboys, I suppose I would have been one of them if 

I had come soon enough. Many of them got land on which they made good 

homes and made the best of citizens. 

The word "bonus" was very common and had a peculiar application. If 

one purchased land and then sold out, what he received for his claim above 

what he had been out was called "bonus," or that much to the good. Filing 

on land and then selling for a bonus got to be common. The cowboys some- 

times filed on and lived out lands and sold it back to the ranch owner for 

a little "bonus." Therefore stockmen generally regarded these prospectors 

as "bonus hunters," not thinking that farmers could ever make permanent 

homes on that land. 

DUG-OUTS 

The most common kind of building for a nester's first residence was 

a dug-out. A whole dug-out was made by digging a hole like a grave per- 

haps 8 feet by 12 feet and about 5 feet deep. Around the top of this hole 

would be laid timbers to support planks that would be arched over the hole 

and hold up the excavated dirt that would be placed thereon, making a 
mound. There would be a little window at the back gable while the front 
gable would contain a trap door shutter cover ing the inlet steps to the floor 
of the dug-out. A half dug-out would be made by raising the walls with 
lumber high enough to make windows above the ground in the sides of the 
dug-out. 

Now I have described the conditions of the South Plains just before 
the "Nester Revolution" struck it. The nesters had already got established 
in many communities between the Caprock and Central Texas, and even on 
the Plains from Lubbock north and west to the Spades, and to that great 
X.I.T. (CAPITAL SYNDICATE) ranch, and had some good communities, 
besides a stockman's home about every 10 miles. For more about that epoch 
of West Texas, read Dr. W. C. Holden's "Alkali Trails." 
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We may now regard the Llano Estacado as the "Promise Land" and 

that, as one of the spies, I have given my report of it. Can we that desire 
homes, or more and cheaper land, who are now, A. D. 1900, in all part& 
of the East, go up and conquer that Promised Land? We did, starting at 

Jerico which, on the Plains, vas Lubbock. 

But while waiting for the time to enter let us go back and again be- 
come that restless, unorganized army of land seekers from everywhere and 
slowly march onward, ever westward, to this Land of Promise. 

The best way for me to portray that grcat Revolution of the Plains 
will be to make myself and those I contact on the way the representatives 
in type of all the other thousands that came and helped to build the pre- 
sent Llano Estacado. I shall describe my hopes and disappointments, sun- 
shine and shadow, visions, determinations, and accomplishments, as repre- 
sentative of those of the others. And I shall describe my observations, be- 
lieving I observed as much as any one. I may linger a ,while in the wilder- 
ness at the foot a the Plains. I may get a view of the Promised Land from 
the Pisgah of West Texas, which is Double Mountain. And may the Lord 
give me strength to emerge again from that vale of death back upon the 
Caprock. 

But ;for fear I cannot get back, I wish to set some little monuments 
while here. If I never get to finish this story I feel like paying tribute tot  

one of the warmest hearted of all cowboys and ranchmen who was also a 
friend to nesters, J. K. Milwee. He is still a cowboy of over 80 years and 
still mounts his own pony and rides °VET the remnant he has left of kis' 
old Lynn County ranch. 

When I was struggling to get a hold by raising sorgrum and cotton and 
driving eight miles every winter day to teach little country schools, not 
being able to stock my land, Mr. Milwee proposed to sell me his brindles 
and jersey cutbacks on credit. I gladly accepted and started the pioneer' 
dairy farm, carrying milk and butter 14 miles to sell. 

I wish also to set a monument to J. J. Dillard, first a pioneer teacher 
of the Plains, then a lawyer, and land agent, and founder and editor of the 
Avalanche. In this capacity he voluntarily, without pay, performed all the 
duties of secretary of the chamber of commerce and perhaps lead in more 
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"deals" and movements for developing the Plains and cityfying its "HUB" 
than any other man. He was the first member• of the Legislature from Lub- 
bock, if not from the Plains. His office was the information bureau for all 
newco as and the lounging place for most old timers, even as it is yet 
where .e acts as J. P. in the court house and still oozes kindness with every 
action. 

I wish to beg Mr. Dillard's pardon for "laying down" on him one time in 
one of his movements for his town's prestige. He got State Superintendent, 
Aythur LeFever, to appoint Ed Couch, Mrs. Bettie Boyd, and me to conduct] 
a Summer Teachers Normal at Lubbock in 1904, which was to be the first 
one for all the South Plains. He advertised the "able faculty" and the ad- 
vantages of attending this normal very extensively. But I had just married 
on credit and had started a cotton crop with which to pay the preacher and 
I could not see where enough teacher-students could come from to pay the 
expenses a three conductors. Therefore I resigned in favor of the other two. 
And, by-the-way, they also resigned. I am now suffering the penalty in 
not being able to claim the honor of being teacher of the first normal on 
the South Plains where normals are now among the greatest in the world. 
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CHAPTER II 

On The Trail To Double Mountain 

My personal history began June 17, 1872, in the woodlands of East 
Texas. I grew up in some of Smith County's grassiest cotton fields which 
we usually worked on "halves." I heard her humming bees, her singing 

birds, her moaning pines, and often heard inspiring orations from her gov- 
ernors, and other statesmen that grew up around Tyler, then called the 
Athens of Texas. 

But perhaps the greatest contribution to Texas from Tyler was by a 
school teacher, Mrs. Percy V. Pennybacker, when she breathed the breath 
of life into Texas history and made it readable and fascinating for school 
children. 

• 

I attended the Rosedale High School at Mt. Sylvan under Professors 
Cross and McBride, the two or three months of each year I could be spared 
from the field. In some of my few idle hours I would squirrel hunt on Duck 
Creek near the old gully-washed "Dick" Hubbard farm, or, if it was night, 
it would be possum hunting. Other idle hours I would spend at my Grandma 
Ashley's home reading the many old books she had trunked and shelved all 
about. 

That Grandma was the greatest soul I ever knew. Her family had pion- 
eered there from Tennessee in the early 50's. Her husband and oldest son 
died in the Civil War. She went on single and reared six children to make 
useful citizens. She managed to keep them in good financial circumstances 
and at the same time visit all the sick folks in the country and attend all 
the preachings. All the time she was not on her feet working she would be 
knitting or reading her Bible. The Lord and the Prophets and Apostles were 
as personal and friendly with her as were any of her children and grand- 
children. She died in Haskell County at the age of 96 leaving as many child- 
ren, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren as she was years old. 

I never see an unusually noble, kind, pure, industrious woman without 
thinking of Grandma Ashley, and the Lord gave me a mother and two com- 
panions like her. 

But my mother, having married Sam T. Florence and born ten child- 
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ren, of which I was oldest, and having to help support all of them, she could 
not do as well for herself, nor for others, as did Grandma. 

Al my folks belonged to the Baptist Church, which had great revivals 
under 

1  
;he one-fourth time pastorates of the revered pioneer preachers, 

Jackie Bledsoe, W. G. Caperton, and J. C. Jones. But it was at one of the 
home talent revivals between pastorates that I was baptized by Brother 
Stanley, a preacher member, in a dammed-up spring branch near Dave Wil- 
bank's home. 

Some how I am always affected more by home talent and amateurs 
than by professionals. 

At the age of 19 I first saw beyond those woods when we moved across 
the prairies and settled in the second cross timbers of Eastland and Erath 
Counties and followed about the same kind of life. 

The new t animals introduced were coyotes, horned frogs, and jack rab- 
bits. 

My main accumulations then were cravings for an education and a home 
of our own. Well, on account of strict parents and model Community, I had 
failed to accumulate some habits the very lack a which amounted to valu- 
able assets, even though adding to my peculiarities for the western life, 
viz, smoking, chewing, drinking, gambling, and swearing. 

I attended the first session af Farmer's Alliance High School at Lingle- 
ville, but not being able to go longer I studied at home, took examinations, 
got a first grade teacher's certificate and, at the age of 23, went to teach- 
ing country schools of Eastland, Commanche, and Hamilton Counties. I 
had taught one school before ever riding on a train. 

I did have one more accomplishment. On account of my father's being 
a country singing-school teacher, I could lead singing and play some on 
several instruments, and that helped me with most of the leading country 
folks. 

A piano agent got me to go with him to play while he sold pianos. 
Down at Long Point in Hamilton County near Fairy, we ate dinner with 
good old Methodist trustee, Brother Singletary. I played and sang som 
"darks" songs and he got so enthusiastic that he got together the other 
trustees, good Methodist Brother Ike Byrd, and Presbyterian Deacon Lackey, 
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whose devout wife could make the best "Xmas" cggnog I ever drank, and 

they persuaded me to teach their school. 

I boarded at Ike Byrd's and gave Miss Lola music then each day walk- 
ed two miles to teach school, doing my own janitoring, then walked an extra 
mile on the way home to give another lady music, though I never had taken 
instrumental lessons 'from a teacher. 

But those chalky hills, covered With green grass, cedars, and live oaks, 
having between them clear streams filled with fish, and with rich bra,^k 
farms on the side, were enough to inspire one to do the impossible. I had 
the brotherliest good time in that nest of Methodists and Presbyterians I 
ever had. And I was about to forget that my trunk and I rode out there 
from Hico on a load of wood with Geo. Fort, the out-preachingest Methodist 
layman in the country. He is now a circuit rider in Lubbock County. 

Father and I bought a place on Hog Creek at "Hogtown" (Desdemona). 
But eight cases of slow fever and a death in the family one year caused us 
to give it up. Soon afterwards oil wells there made that place worth a mil- 
Hon dollars for a while. 

Then I saw no chance of getting a home there, and some neighbor: 
having gone to Haskell and filed on school land, I caught the land hunting 
fever. I had raised a half-percheron roan colt which I was breaking to ride. 
He had a white spot in his forehead and was named Diamond. I saddled 
Diamond, tied on my bedding, and with my "22" rifle, started for the West. 
Mr. Wooldridge who had filed on land near Lake Creek north of Haskell, 
h7d written me to come and try for that school. 

My "22" was not for killing. Indians and buffaloes for I knew they were 
gone from Texas forever. But it was for killing quails and "cotton tails" 
to fry and supplement my crackers and canned eats. I thought I was wise 
even to mirages and wouldn't be fooled into thinking one a lake of water, 
or something. 

I traveled most of the way near a covered wagon in which a family of 
Horns, our Hogtown neighbors, were going to the Cowboy Reunion at Has- 
kell and visit many friends on Wild Horse and Knox Prairies. 

This was a typical pioneer nester Baptist family. Ella Horn afterward 
married my closest chum, John Hanna, who grew up in Eastland shinnery 
and was almost as homely as I. He made a doctor, settled at Quanah, and I 
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met him not long ago at a Rotary luncheon at Lubbock where he was serv- 
ing as president of the West Texas Doctor's Association. 

i Bifie, who made an excellent school teacher, married a Presbyterian 
preach c and died up about Amarillo. I thought she was going to marry 
Charle Williams, a fiddler chum of mine, who afterwards made a Method- 
ist iv eacher and died on the Plains after much frontier preaching. There 
is probably a story of pathos in this Baptist girl's change from a Methodist 
preacher to a Presbyterian one. 

The first verses I ever attempted was a valentine to Birdie. I think I 
would have succeeded in making a date with her had it not been for Charles. 
In outward appearance she was very similar to an angel I was to meet soon. 

And little May Horn was about the brightest pupil I ever had. I wonder 
what became of her. And Russell, as slow as I, where are you ? I have never 
seen them but once since and that was the next year on a visit to Hog-town 
when I could not hurry back fast enough to where my heart was to keep 
from being cut off by the Brazos. 

Near the Clear Fork, we passed the last post-oak and went into mes- 
quites that looked like old peach trees. And there we entered the endless 
prairie-dog towns. These little saucy dogs, that should have been called 
squirrels, so people would eat them, would jump up on their mound, give 
a bark, shake a tail, and disappear in the hole. Sometimes we would kill- 
one and think it quite a fE at. But they soon became very monotonous. They 
destroyed much grass and crops and wars of poisoning have very nearly 
destroyed all of them. 

The school at Lake Creek was taken and I dropped back to Haskell to 
attend that famous reunion, then held annually at different towns. The 

year before it was at Seymour. But afte-2 Stamford boomed up she got it 

and kept it as she has many other things. 
I believe Jim Ward Qf Stonewall County won championship then by 

roping and tying his steer in 32 seconds. I think that time is cut 50% now. 
I found some Hogtown friends there who were holding down claims near 
Aspermont, Stonewall County, and they told me there was no teacher them 
employed for the Aspermont school. They said• the county had voted to 
move the county site there from Rayner and it would move there as soon. 

as the courts make Rayner give it up. 

Then Old Diamond was saddled and made tracks for Aspermont, carry- 
ing me and my outfit. When I enquired the way, they said "go towards that 
mountain looking like a thunder cloud rising in the west. That is Double 
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Mountain and is just beyond Aspermont." I traveled all day in that direc- 

tion without seeming to get nearer that mountain. 
We could also see the fine stone $50,000 court house at Rayner. We ar- 

rived at Rayner soon after wading the Double Mountain Fork of the Brazos. 
This great building with some twenty-five residences around it stood on a 
red gravelly hill among mesquites that looked like old abandoned peach 
orchards. There were no farms in sight and nothing looking like there ever 
would be. I learned that the first settlers located on the east side of the 
county, led by Captain W. E. Rayner, who owned the pasture, voted th 
county site there before the rest of the county was settled. Now the west 
part of the county had the most population and they had votEd for Asper- 
mont, near the center of the county, to be the county site. 

There was not a house between Rayner and Aspermont, 9 miles on west, 
and the country there looked no more promising. The towns were about the 
same size. I arrived away in the night Saturday night at Jack Davis,' a 
merchant, where Barney Davis and Dave Davis stayed much of their time 
while living out their land claims, or "bonuses," as school land claims got 
to be called. All these brothers were natives of Hogtown. 

I "halloed" and they awoke and told me to "hobble" my horse on the 
street to graze and come in to bed, which I was glad to do. My pony seemed 
to dine sumptiously on the town grass, even though hobbled so he could 
not go very far. 

The next day was Sunday and all I saw going on was bronc riding, 
stunt roping, and cider drinking. Well, a new Spalding family-coach pulled 
by a span of fine horses did pass the store. And Jack said "Will, do you see 
that fine hack with those pretty girls in it? They are Miss Mary and Miss 
Lou Anderson, daughters of a well-to-do stockman who got murdered some 
time ago and their mother moved the family here to school. That young 
stockman, Will, that was driving, and the oldest girl, Mary, have been off 
to college at Buffalo Gap. That is one of the best families and those the 
prettiest girls of the county. If I were a single man like you I would be 
riding by the side of one of those girls before another year." 

I had never had dates with a girl and could not take Jack's hint serious- 
ly. Those people were too high above my class, I thought. But I believe 
Jack would have done what he said, for he had married the daughter of 
Judge Davidson of Eastland City. 

I learned that Buffalo Gap had been the county site of Taylor County 
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and once was an important town. Here the Presbyterians founded the first 
college xf West Texas, and Buffalo Gap became the educational center of 
this part of the state. But when the T. & P. built to Abilene, that railroad 
town to/A the county-site away from Buffalo Gap. That old town and the 
college died. However, its influence lives in greater colleges, three at Abi- 
lene, two at Brownwood, the great Texas Tech at Lubbock, and others on 
the Mains. I later learned that another college had flourished at Estacado, 
the oldest town on the Plains, established by the Quakers about 1880. This 
town lost its county-site to Emma and its college died. However, Estacado's 
culture went mostly to the new town of Lubbock. 

Aspermont did not appeal to me, but I left my application with the 
trustee, Dr. Forbes, while I went to see about a prospect at Benjamin. Ben- 
jamin had employed her teachers and, besides, the place did not look any 
better to me. It seemed that this country picked its worst places to build 
its towns. As vacant schools were scarce, I rushed back to press my appli- 
cation at Aspermont. 

I crossed the bridge south of Benjamin after dark and began looking 
for a place to "bunk" while my tired pony graze. I heard something in 
the grass like finger bones jingling a tune. Then a streak crossed the road 
in front sounding like a can of gravels tied to a dog's tail. I had never seen 
one, but I knew that was a rattle snake. My horse snorted, jumped back, 
and almost spilled me. A little farther on, the same show was repeated. By- 
that time I was not sleepy nor my pony tired. We made fast time for ten 
miles to a clear spot close by a farm house to camp. Knox City and the 
Orient R. R., which are there now, had not been thought of then. The next 
day I traveled by Marcy, Mesquite, Iredell, and Hooker, which were very 
line farmihg and school communities near where Double Mountain Fork 
and Salt Fork join to form the Brazos. The day was very hot and still. 
Just afternoon when the horizion danced with a lazy haze a flat on the 

• 

prairie in front seemed covered with smoke. I thought a prairie fire was 
starting and the blaze not yet visible above the smoke. .I loped up to put it 
out before it spread. When I got to that place there was no fire nor smoko 
there but there appeared to be the same distance farther on. Then I knew 
I had been fooled by the mirage. No one had told me it would look like, 
smoke. 

'While awaiting the decision of the .A.permont trustees who lived far 
apart, I camped with Dave Davis on his "bonus." The last I remember of 
seeing him is when we were washing our clothes in a creek on his section. 
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He soon went back to Hogtown, married the beautiful Nina Madding and 
now lives at Tahoka, Lynn County. 

I secured the Aspermont school and soon began to like the country 
better. I learned that people may be prosperous with no farms in sight, 
even if they have to haul their drinking water from stock pools and clear 

it in cisterns. Those that had a six or eight section pasture of that mes- 
quite brakes grass stocked with 200 good cows could afford to live in town. 
The cattle would make them a living, even without being fed. And there 
were some rich farms in the creek valleys and in the bends of the riv r. 

Most of the people proved also to be church and Sunday school minded. 
I taught at Aspermont two happy years. The first year Miss Mary 

Anderson was my pupil, my joy, and my refining idol. The next year she 
was my loving wife and the consumation of my glory. And then she was my 
Holy Angel through the darkest vale any cowboy or nester ever trod. 

Those sentences outline a true story as sublime and refining to me as 
any that was ever conceived by a fictionist. In my crude way I may get 
the most of it told for the purposes of this history. For two years I was 
gloriously stuck and mired in the forks of the Brazos. 

Scene at the first Fair in Slaton, about 1915 
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CHAPTER III 

GLORIOUSLY STUCK AND MIRED 

IN THE FORKS OF THE BRAZOS 

The nearest railroad town to Aspermont was Abilene, 75 miles away. 

Stamford had not been started. We were in between the Double Mountain 

Fork and the Salt Fork of the Brazos and they had no bridges. 

Sometimes in rainy seasons we would be cut off from the rest of thrz- 

world for weeks without mail, freight, or passengers. And there were no 

telephones, radios, nor even motor cars then, It took the mail two days 
come from Abilene at best. 

After my first session closed and I had secured the '.chool for another 
year I made a "flying" visit back to my old range at Hogtown, going by 

Anson to Abilene, leaving Old Diamond and the new blacksmith-made buggy 

I had traded my saddle for at Abilene, while I went the rest of the trip 

on the T & P to Eastland and mail hack from there to Hogtown. 
I was making it back on schedule time to Aspermont to keep a date I 

had left with my girl when about two miles from the river I heard the awful- 
est roaring and popping I ever heard. When I got to it the river was nearly 
a mile wide with great bubbles of red water boiling up into mountains that 
would chase each other, getting higher and higher, till they would explode 
with reports like cannons. Just a few days before, Old Diamond had pulled 
the buggy and me across there when it was a bed of sand a quarter mile 

wide with a thirty foot shallow stream winding through the middle. Now it 
would be many days before we could cross again. And tomorrow was Sun- 
day, the day I was to see my girl, and I never had missed an appointment 

with licr one minute. 
I was on the "dot" even the Saturday night I took her out to a literary 

at a school house on Stinking Creek where my folks had settled, where Swen- 
son is now, when the thermometer mad ten degrees below zero. However, 
my closed buggy, blankets, and lanterns kept us warm. I was on time the 
next Saturday night when the reading was twenty degrees below. All old 
timers will remember those two cold Saturday nights in February 1899. 

I suppose I ought to tell about a sandstorm that came just before that 
cold spell. Nearly all this land is reddish brown and makes dust like snuff. 
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That day the wind blew so hard the dust hid the sun and a house could not 

be seen for more than thirty feet away. I told the pupils at noon that if 

they could find their homes, stay there until that storm passed. We had 

to conduct the country children home. After this came a month's snow and 

then the crops were the finest in the country's history. 

But back to my appointment. This was one I would have to miss for 

a week or more. 

While camping here I could see Old Double Mountain looking as it' 
it were just across on the other bank, though it must he 15 mil-s away. I 

remembered the joyful time Mary and I spent on top of that mountain not 

long before, when I learned she cared for me. 
If any man has a girl that he has :fail x1 by all other means to get into 

the proper attitude for receiving a proposal I advise him, before giving up, 

to lead her to the top of Double Mountain and spend the day and have lunch 

with her up there. 

If I desired to be a "Shepherd of the Hills" and write the most romantic 
or most ghostly stories I would camp in the shodaw of Double Mountain. 

You may hear of many mysterious happenings around this mountain. 

perhaps you remember reading in the papers a few years back of a man 
that apparently died and was buried by his neighbors. My brother-in-lay 
sat up with the corpse and went after the preacher to hold the funeral. He 
and the preacher and pall bearers all felt sure they buried that man. They 

had professional nurses and undertaker. A request not to open the coffin 
at the grave was respected. A monument was put over his grave. Then the 
widow moved away. 

Then neighbors began seeing the ghost of that man slipping around 

the community. One man saw it so plainly and told it so earnestly to the 
officials that the grand jury went out and dug up that coffin and behold, 

it was empty of any human remains! That man was sound afterwards living 
with his wife, under another name, in another county, and brought back 
to Aspermont and tried for swindling an insurance company. But I don't 
believe the mysteries of the case have ever been solved. 

There were many others camped here waiting to cross, and the crowd 
was getting larger. This was a branch of the Old Chisholm Trail that long 

ago led many herds across these forks of the Brazos, up Duck Creek, by 
Dockam's Store, and up on the Plains. There was the mail carrier with 

letters long over due and anxiously awaited. One of them might have been 
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a death message calling a cowboy to his dying mother. One might have been 
an answer to a cowboy's proposal to his "sweetest" back east and it say- 
ing "yes" and setting the date. Perha,ps the date had already passed and 
two hearts were blue while the joyful news lay there in a dusty sack. Per- 
h ps a cowboy had received that kind of news and was on his way to that 
wadding but was then camped with that other desolate group just across 
the river. There was no use going back and trying to go around. For just 
beyond ,Aspermont there was the Salt Fork in this same condition. The two 
join not very far down to make the mighty Brazos and at that time every 
Brazos bridge in West Texas was swept towards the Gulf. IS you wish to 
know what. happened below, read "In the Land of Cotton." 

We looked over those raging waters and saw tree limbs floating and 
as they would shoot over these boiling water mountains they would emerge 
and reveal a whole cottonwood tree that lately stood proudly on the bank 
of some sandy draw away up near the Plains. Perhaps it was uprooted by 
a wall of water from a cloud hardly visible at that place. And perhaps un- 

suspecting campers and herds were brought down with it, for there went 
carcasses and remains of wrecked vehicles ever those great popping bubbles. 

And while we looked, the peninsula just in front of us, with hackberry 
trees and mesquites growing on it, began to quiver and then with a loud 
splash it disappeared under the foam. 

The question was asked, "where is all this water coming from since 
it has been days since our rains and the sun is shining?" The answer was 
indicated by the brilliant and constantly quiVering lightning seen each 
night up about the Caprock. 

There were people gathered here going to or from many places. Some were 
freighters with supplies for towns and ranches that were out of supplies. 
The merchants of Aspermont were constantly telling their customers they 
were out but as soon us that freight could cross the river they would have 
plenty. Some were home seekers who were uncut to turn back and be content 
to continue renting land. Some were from new oil fields where they had 
sold out for fortunes and were hunting for cheap ranch land. 

There was a cowboy on his way back to some ranch. He said as soon 
as the river quit boiling and the logs quit bucking he would swim his horse 
across. For the benefit of those prospectors he said he had been across 
the Plains to Portales where farmers were always going and pre-empting 

homes and being run back by drouths. Ho said as they moved west they 
would accent the "tal" in Portales, but as they moved back they would ac- 
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cent the "Por" with a long o. And he said that he could tell whether they 
were going west or cast by their camp remains. If they were going west 
there would be cans and cracker boxes but if east there would be rabbit 
hair and field lark feathers. He said the wind blows so hard on those Plains 
that if one loses his hat he does not chase it but waits to grab the next one 

passing by. 
He said there are but few ,places one can get wood and water on the 

Plains and even where he can get them he vs ill have to climb for his 'water 
and dig for his wood. He said he wouldn't give a pair of boots for the best 
section up there. Then he capped his hyperbole by saying he had not long 
before swapped two sections of the best land up there for the boots he had 
on. 

I couldn't believe that last statement but afterward when I moved up 
on the Plains and bought some feed from Andy Wilson who had two good 

sections down on Block 20, I asked him what those sections cost him and 
he said he gave a cowboy a pair of boots for them. Now Andy afterward 
was County clerk and is an honorable citizen and still says he , just gave a 

pair of boots for the two sections. That land went to $30,000 per section 
and I guess would sell for half that now before the depression is all over. 
That cowboy got homesick and sold too soon. And so did Andy, for he got 
only $500.00 for the two sections that year. 

Another fellow said he knew of a large block of sections known as 
Block 97 over around Snyd€r, not far west, that was as good land as any in 
the State, with wood and water and grass plentiiul, that was ready for set- 
tlement but the cowmen thought they would had it. He said the cowmen 
would beat and abuse the nesters and steal everything they had. There was 
much blood shed but finally the nesters got the land and the cowmen had 
to move their herds on west. He said some of them went over the Caprock 
shaking their fists and daring any nester to come over that wall and try 
to take that land. 

"And now," said he, "those nesters are making some fine towns with 
schools and churches, and their farms are raising a bale of cotton per acre 
and fifty bushels of corn per acre. 

"And what's more," he added, "they are going to build a new railroad 
through it soon called the Roscoe, Snyder and Pacific and that land will 

soon sell for $25.00 per acre. Right now, I can sell you land there as good as 
any in the state cheaper than you can file or. land on the Plains." 

That fellow was a Snyder land agent and the cowboy might have been 
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his partner for all we knew. But I do know now that if anyone put money 
in that land then he probably made more than even the land agent sus- 
pected. For not even he dreamed the great Santa Fe would soon shoot a 
trunk line from the Pacific to the Gulf right through the middle of tho 
Llano Estacado and for many miles right by the side of that R. S. & P. 

And in talking with Al Payne at Slaton, I learned those Block 97 nest- 
ers were organized and had him, a merchant then at Colorado City, to buy 
all their products and sell them all their supplies on a small commission. 

No wonder they got the best of the stockmen. 

As to Portales, which is in New Mexico, we find that its nesters were 
the first to discover and utilize that ocean of underground water on the 
Plains and that Portales has since fed the world more yams and canned 
vegetables than most any other city. It has a magnificent high school and 

also a great teacher's college. 
And "Snyder," where had I heard that name? Yes, I remembered. Two 

years before, Prof. R. B. Cousins came to Eastland lecturing to the Teach- 
er's Normal and said he was on his way to lecture to one at Snyder, but' 
"darned" if he could ever find that place. He asked us if we could tell him 
the way and none of us had ever heard of it. 

He must have found it and gone a little farther up and got a view of 
the Plains. Not long after that he served two terms as State Superintend- 
ent and then went and started a great teacher's normal at Canyon on the 
Plains away beyond Snyder. 

During that Summer Normal in 1897, at Eastland, I attended the corn- 
er stone laying for the new brick court house when John Stubblefield and 
others sealed a  horned frog in the corner stone that was placed in the build- 
ing. Over thirty years later when that court house was torn dawn to build 
a finer one that horned frog was found to be still alive. He was called "Old 
Rip" and taken on a show tour over the nation. 

And that Normal remembrance reminded me I was due to go to that 
summer normal beginning that week under Prof. W. W. Hentz at Haskell. 
They made us teachers go at least every other year. I did not wait for the 
river to go down but went on to Haskell without crossing it. I gave a man a 
letter to carry to Mary as soon as he could cross. I knew she and her dear- 
est friend, Agnes Richmond, another pupil of mine, were also going to the' 
normal. They came on as soon as they could cross the river and they had 
to board where I was boarding for boarding places were hard to find. 

Our hostess was Mrs. Walter Roberts, who had bcen Miss Mattie Couch, 
a school teacher, and daughter of J. A. Couch formerly of Jim Ned Valley 
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down in the atmosphere of Buffalo Gap. That great old pioneer reared 

more school teachers than any man I know. There were George, Dan, Mat- 

tie, Ed, John, Carl, Stella and some more I can't recall. This old man and 

his wife and nearly all these children moved out and neighbored with me 

on the Plains. The old man and I went on a week's trip down to the famous 

Bluck 97 to buy our first feed when we mistakenly heard it was cheaper 

down there. 

Mrs. Roberts was boarding eight teachers and her own husband and 

five children at the same time without a cook. And her "chuck" was good. 

Walter was keeping a bunch of cows out from town and two years later I 

sold him a ranch in Lubbock County and he and Mattie were the nearest 

and dearest neighbors to me and a little girl then living just north of the 

Brazos with many ways like Mattie Couch. Mr. Roberts was afterwards 
sheriff of Lubbock County. Among the boarders was her brother, Ed, who 
afterwards taught at Lubbock and then want on to the Rio Grand valley, 
founded "Ed Couch," and made that valley famous. 

Since this country and its citizens of 1899 were soon to play an import- 
ant part in that wave of settlers that submerged the Plains, let's go back 
and make closer survey. The place where I was river-bound was not fa'' 
from Old Anson where Larry Chittendon pulled off that famous "Cowboy's 
Christmas Ball." I think the old ranch house and windmill where we got 
our drinking water had been Larry's. The whole country prom Roby to Sey- 
mour nearly 100 miles, was a mesquite orchard, needlegrass plain, with yid, 
soil, and plenty of well water. 

All over that land were large pastures with fine cattle. But in ma-iv 
communities early settlers had pioneered, preempted and lived out home:, 
and established schools and churches in spite of drouths, grass-hoppers and 
every other pest. They were now seasoned just right for making an easy go 
of it above the Caprock on the Llano Estacado. 

At this time new corners too timid to venture farther west were buy- 
ing these lands and running the price up from two to five dollars per acre. 
Increase .in population and oil booms would make the old timers back east 
sell out and move west. And this was west to them. These old sacred schools 
were soon to be supplanted by bigger ones with new names. For instance, 
old Wild Horse was to become Pinkerton, named after a land promoter. 

This body of land was soon to be cut up by the Texas Central, the Orient, 
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the Spur Branch, and the Wichita Valley and the ranches restocked with 

such towns as Stamford, Tuxedo, Hamlin, Rotan, Sagerton, Rule, Roches- 

ter, Knox City and many others. 

Across the river west would be the new ones of Old Glory, Swenson, 

Peacock, Jayton and the modern city of Spur which would take the place 

of old Espula, headquarters of the "Spurs," which itscli had taken the place 

of Old Dockam. 
These old timers couldn't endure so much desecration and especially 

they couldn't endure the tempting prices offered for their claims. Soon 
they fell for the $5.00 or $10.00 per acre they could get and moved on to 
the Plains where they bought three times as much land for the same money 
and had some left to stock with. 

And just north of the Brazos were some more good farm communitib 
with settlers just ready to start to the Plains. And though I did not meet 
her for four years I had as well intrduce to you now a sweet, plump, black 
haired, brown-eyed girl just then getting grown over there at Cottonwood 
Hole in Knox County. She was the daughter of good old Methodist Brother 
J. A. Spinks who pioneered and preempted land there in the early 80's and 
made his family's living selling buffalo bones, serving as county commis- 
sioner and doing much farm work. This girl did much farm work, was the 
family milk maid, milked wild ranch cows, and became the best cook in the 
community. 

She went to Cottonwood Hole school, to Vera school, and she and her 
brother Raleigh were at this time going to school at Benjamin where I 
might have been her teacher if I had been a little sooner last year. But her 
teachers were Prof. C. K. Durham and young Frank Groner who became 

Dr. F. C. Groner, a famous Baptist preacher. 
Their road to Benjamin passes over the "Narrows" over which Mc- 

Kenzie and buffalo hunters from Fort Griffin passed on their way to clear 
the Indians off the Plains for the cowboys. While on this road water that 
drips from the south side of the wagon runs into the Brazos while drops 
from the north side run into the Wichita. This Miss Loula soon moved to 
Terry County near Gomez to live with her sister, Mrs. Bellah, in a new lone- 
some dug-out. 

At the close of the normal Will Anderson came in his two horse buggy 
and took Agnes home while I took Mary in my one-horse buggy. The river 
was still up some. It was about 100 yards wide and rolled waves into the 
buggies. A wagon and team were about to stick in quick sand and some 
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men were yelling and fighting to keep them going. If a vehicle stops a 
minute in that sort of sand it will begin to sink and perhaps sink out of 

sight. We did not dare to stop and help. 

Mary and I got married that summer and built us a home and Mary 

made a most excellent housekeeper. 
I went on teaching with Agn€s as my assistant and she was another 

case of most excellence. We each had secured first grade certificates at the 
Normal. The next year Will and Agnes got married and moved to the Plains 

for their honeymoon. 

Our honeymoon was different. Mary had to go to Abilene to get her 
trousseau and I just went in my buggy and brought her home in it after 
marrying in Abilene. She was staying with a friend, Mrs. Walton, with 
whom she boarded at Buffalo G4p. By the time I paid poi my shingle and 
shave and other wedding things I had only a $10.00 bill and forgot to ged: 
it changed. However I thought all preachers had a regular fee of $5.00 and 
he would give back the change. But when I handed good old Brother Isaac 
Sellers the bill he stuck it in, his pocket -without looking and went on con- 
gratulating. 

My lawyer friends, Moxley Featherstone and Brick Miller acted as best 
men. (T have just received a letter from Judge Wagstaff of Abilene stating 

that Will and Mary boarded with him instead of Mrs. Walton at Buffalo 
Gap and he remembers them as "very bright students." He was president of 
the college.) 

Next day, after we had loaded the wagons that came from Aspermont 
after our lumber, Mary and I drove down in.sight of Buffalo Gap to lunch 
on the grass under those beautiful spreading liveoaks. Mary said she could 
not bear to see that dear old town after it was dead but she did want to se .1 
those grand old oaks once more. 

I have been through there since on the new Santa Fe as it sped from 
the Plains to the Gulf and as I gazed on those great oaks I could not help 
wishing the Santa Fe had beaten the T. & P. to Taylor County. 

We drove back to Abilene that night and in two more days were back 

in Aspermont across a very gentle river that had been a hair-raising flood 
two months before. 

During most of this time the County site question was the exciting 
topic. Raynor had appealed to the suprEme court and was still holding the 
offices. One time the Aspermonters got out a mandamus to move them to 
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Aspermont but before they could be unloaded the Raynerite's got an order 

to move them back. There were several orders and counter-orders. 

Whin the court rendered its final decision in favor of Aspermont the 

Aspermonters took anvils and lots of powder half way between the towns 

and bombarded till the hills shed all their loose rocks. 

The old Rayner court house was sold to the highest bidder and Miss 

Jonnie Colbert, a friend of Capt. Rayner, and a popular teacher, bought it 
for $500.00 and started Rayner College in it. But this was soon abandoned 
with the town to go the way of Buffalo Gap •and Estacado. This courthouse 
is now a fine ranch home not far west of Old Glory that built on the new 
Railroad. And even this new town has interesting history for it started 
out with the name of Brandenburg but patriotically changed it to Old Glory 
during the World War. This same Captain Rayner promoted and once own- 
ed one-half the town of Lubbock. 

Just after the school closed all my joy and hopes suddenly went black. 
Mary died when our little Carl Anderson Florence was just a week old. I 
had engaged to take census for Uncle Sam and that was about the best way 
I could fill in time that June. I covered the northwest fourth of the county 
and found 2,000 people in it. But my pony pulled me in my buggy thrortigh 
deep sand, over rough shinnery, across deep gulleys that I had to spade 
down the banks of and help push the buggy up, and through quicksand 
streams and over steep rocky hills. 

That shinnery had been left vacant by locaters of land grants and nest- 
ers, or "squaters," had preempted it. I pulled up to a dug-out to stay all 
night but the man said he had no room and directed me to his son's who 
lived in a house. I noticed the hogs slept in the dugout with the old man. 

The son and his young wife were hospitable and let me sleep on their 
best shuck bed. But the bugs held such a noisy and itchy banquet among 
those shucks I couldn't sleep. I carried my own bedding after that. Of course 
there were but few places of this kind. A little farther on in Salt Fork:Val- 
ley were many comfortable, refined homes such as those of ranchmen Jim 
Ward and Jeff Patterson and farmers Grantham and Craft. But I just 
couldn't make it through the shinnery that night. 

Over west of the Salt Fork we drove down into a flat about one-half 
mile across that was covered two inches deep with white granulated salt 
that glistened like snow even to the hurt of my eyes. It was about noory 
and I ate dinner with the ranchman that had just bought this valley. He 
said for many years people had come and scooped up loads of that salt and 
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hauled it away when the weather was dry, but if the weather was damp 
there would be no salt and they would just have to wait. 

He said he was fencing it and would build large storage houses to fill 
with that salt when it was right and then he would sell the salt at all times. 

This was the head of Croton Creek. 

Now, my census job was over. The world seemed to have become very 
dark. I was in no humor to teach school and couldn't stay long in one place. 
I didn't know what to do with myself. I suppose that condition is just right 
for making a man fall in love with the first fretty, blushing, young country 
he finds. That was what soon happened to me just b:yond that dark valley. 

PUBLIC BUILDINGS AT SLATON 
••• 

Aft 

Slaton High School 

Community Club House 
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CHAPTER IV 

TRAIL THROUGH THE DARK VALLEY 

Mrs. S. A. Richmond, mother of Agnes, ran a boarding house at Asper- 

mont and I boarded there my first year. Mr. Richmond ran a farm and 

ranch on Stinking Creek. The reason that creek was so called was because it 

had a rancid smell when it would get up. There was much "gyp" in the soil 

of that valley. Many wells of that country are "gyp" is the reason cisterns 

are used. No teacher ever had a finer family to board with than the Rich- 

monds. Mrs. Richmond was a consecrated Christian and about the most 

valuable member of the Baptist Church, with Agnes and Mary tied for 

close seconds. Mr. Richmond came in for a typical pioneer layman third. 
And he could pull some mighty rich jokes on the. "Fessor," as every body 
called me. And I must not omit my most lively and talented pupil, little 
Miss Virgie Richmond. 

All these soon moved on to the Plains and played the same parts there 
and in the First Baptist Church at Lubbock, All did but Mary. Virgie pro- 

moted Little Theatres and married Oscar Tubbs, a Lubbock merchant and 
pioneer. 

Lands were going up and leases getting too high. Mr. Richmond de- 
cided to go west and hunt cheaper grass. He invited Irwin Anderson and. 
me to go along with him. I was ready to go anywhere. I went over and took 
a last look at little Carl, being cared for by Mary's mother. 

Mr. Richmond had listed some propositions in Kent and Garza coun- 
ties and also had a clipped ad reading, "Four sections good land near Lub- 
bock, $1,000.00, J. J. Dillard." When we looked on the map and saw Lub- 
bock was up on the Plains, Mr. Richmond said he did not care to go on the 
Plains, but stuck the ad in his pocket. 

We loaded camping outfit into a covered wagon pulled by two mules 
and started west. 

We passed Double Mountain, crossed Salt Fork, and camped just be- 
fore we had to recross it. Salt Fork tried to join Double Mountain Fork up 
there, but Double Mountain stood like Stonewall Jackson and turned that 
river back northeast. We camped in this bend, where there were good grass 
and water and many fat cows. We staked the mules and fed them in "morals' 
which are sacks with feed in them held to their mouths by straps over• 
their heads. We would not risk the mules just "hobbled." And, "when the 
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moon came over the mountain," it was over old Double Mountain, and there 

we were camped in its shadow. 

,After the usual Indian and buffalo and ghost yarns, we "bunked" 
down to sleep. I awoke in the night hearing a deep mournful sound like a 
long drown out T. & P. whistle away off, or a prolonged morunful m-o-oo 
of an old cow that had lost her calf. Then another just like it in another 
direction. I shook Irwin, who had herded sheep all over that country, and 
asked him what those noises meant. Irwin said "Fessor, just wait a while 
and you will find out." 

Directly a yearling began bawling over the ridge and cows began ta 
run. The yearling's bawl was terrific at first and then grew fainter and 
fainter till it ceased. Then Irwin said "Those loboes are having a great 
feast now." Somehow I could not sleep any more that night for hearing 
that pitiful bawl, and, I suspect, for hearing other cries from a little farth- 
er back that seemed to come from Double Mountain. 	• 

The next morning we passed some good farms and a school house and 
then came to Clairemont, a lively western town with another of those fine 
court house that can be seen a long way off. 

My travleing was to get away from every reminder of the joy that 
had flashed into my heart and then faded so quickly. 

But right there on those hills and on the Jay flats we could see a little 
northeast is where Mary grew up to be a tall graceful brunette full of fun 
and kindness. Over there in that flat where there was then a school and 
a camp meeting going on, Mary had raced on her father's fine horses visi- 
ting her only neighbors, the Jays. She was the daughter of J. W. Ander- 
son, who ranched out there and raised cattle, horses, and sheep. Her name 
was Mary Agnes, and they called her Aggie. But when she moved to Asper- 
mont, her dearest friend being Agnes, she gave her name as Mary. 

This Aggie and her father were the closest pals. When a little "tot" 
she had helped him set type when he published a paper down about Mason. 
He had before that taught school down in South Texas. The sublimest com- 
pliment Mary paid me was in saying I reminded her of her father in want- 
ing all my sayings and writings crossed and dotted just right, and in stick- 
ing my head into a book and forgetting anything else goes on. She said 
she was going to get her mother to give us a start and let us go away out 
on that frontier above the Caprock and pioneer like her father had done 
there. 
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Her father had become a prominent citizen of Kent County and had 
sent her and Will to school at Buffalo Gap. Nov her greatest delight wa3 
in helping her father with the stock. She took care of his fine stallions 
while he was gone. 

There were organized bands of "rustlers" in those days and Mr. And- 
erson was about to expose and bring some of them to justice. 

One night he failed to get home when he was due. He was found shot 
and almost dead by the roadside. Coyotes had licked his wounds. He suffer- 
ed a long time and then died. 

. The family soon moved to Aspermont, where the widow, J. K. Ander- 
son, at first ran a boarding house while schooling her children, but Mill 
retired from that business. 

Mary's mother had been Jane Craighead of a family with a published 
history running back through Virginia to England. She had two volumes 
of Josephus with a presentation to a J. P. N. Craighead written on the fly 
leaf in July 1835. I got to reading those books and she gave them to me, 
saying I was the only one that had read them for many years. I have them. 
yet. 

This was a strict Fresbyterian family, but Mary became in her heart 
a Baptist and wanted to join the Baptist Church. Her mother forbade it 
and threatened to disown her ]f she did. After much agonizing prayer, Mary 
made the heroic plunge. This all happened and she and her mother had be- 
come reconciled before I knew her. Mrs. Anderson was a good and noble 
mother-in-law, as well as mother. 

That first time I passed through there I thought that if I were going 

to continue living and do any good I must get as far as I could out of sight 
of that mountain just across the river that Mary gazed fondly on the most 
of her days. I have had to pass through many times, but I would go hur- 
riedly and this is the first time I have allowed my thoughts to linger on 
this subject and this is for the sake of history and to pay tribute to some 

of Texas' noblest pioneers. 

But before leaving again, let's notice some of the changes here since 
that first trip. Then, this was a fast fronticr town. The cowmen and nest- 
ers were fighting for the land with nesters getting established in many 
school communities. But, except the prosperous communities now in the 
northeast part of this county along the railroad, this is one country the 

nesters lost, or gave up. The courthouse and a very few residences are 

all that is left. Thera is a new school house and sume filling stations. The 
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west bound tourists on this new highway had better stop here and "gas" 
for it is a long way on the road to Post, the Garza-sheet town at the foot 
of the Plains, to the next station. From here to Post is a model old time 
stock country. It is the cattleman's domain, the cowboy's paradise. All these 
wars over West Texas, mostly peaceable and bloodless, of course, have been 
fought by those on one side wanting to keep it all like this and those on 
the other side wanting to make it like the Snyder, Abilene, and Stamford 
country, and like the Llano Estacado has become. On this paved highway 
are signs reading "Slow For Stock to Cross." 

And by the roadside stands, or leans, one of those old deserted school 
houses held up by props. I hope they will make those props permanent and 
write a history of the nesters and the teachers that tried to hold that fort, 
and make that history available to the passers-by. 

And now as I start to bid adieu to these scenes again, I am resolved, 
come what may, to try to tell the love story of Mary and me, which has 
never been revealed. If this were fictio.n it would carry the burden of thri 
story. Why not in a character history ? We've got to dig into graves and 
into hearts to reveal character. 

Of course Mary never got to the Plains, but she had wanted to, and 
looked longingly towards them from the top of that mountain. Remembering 
how we saw with our imagination in our Introduction that mountain flat- 
ten its top, perfect itself, then expand until it became the Llano Esta- 
cado, who knows but that Mary's spirit perfecting itself in shedding mor- 
ality expanded until it permeates all these great developments on the Plains ? 

Mary's graces won the love and admiration of every acquaintance. She 
had many suiters among cowboys, ranchmen, and professionals. Why she 
tfell for me is a mystery. I started going with her during the Christmas 
holidays, and it seemed I could not stop, even though she was my pupil. 
The general talk was that there would soon be another broken heart to 
drag out of the community. 

I dreamed one night that Mary quit school, and the next day she was 
absent. That was the darkest day of that school. She had only a littkl cold 
and was back next day. But I knew then the arrow had pierced my heart 
and I resolved to learn my fate as quickly as possible. That was the time 
we went out to the country school in ten degrees below zero weather. Whell 
I "popped" the question, she said very kindly she was expecting it and that 
was why she was ready to go and would not back out. She said she thought 
lots of me as a friend, an honest man, and one who could make her under- 
stand things in books she could not understand before, but that it would 

• 
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be impossible for her to be to me what I was asking, and I was such an in- 
nocent green country boy she wanted me to kr. ow it as soon as possible for 
my sake. She called me her "green country boy," though I was five years 
her senior. But in being wise to the ways of the world she had me bested 
by "three scare and ten." 

She went on with such kind soothing words of refusal that my worship 
of her almost overshadowed my love. "But," she said, "Fessor, if you quit 

coming now you know how they will be laughing about you getting your• 
dose. So, if you like, you can keep coming if you will promise never to 
bring up this subject again." I promised, I went, and I kept my promise. 

I dated to go play chess with her the next Saturday night. She was the 
champion chess, domino, and croquet player of the community. If she had 
taken to card gambling, she could have made a fortune, for those black 

piercing eyes could look through a fellow's soul and see what he had up his 
sleeve. Well, the next Saturday night was the coldest I ever felt before or 

since, being down to twenty degreEs below. But I went over and Mary and 
I played chess just as a sad brother and a cheerful sister. We kept up that 
kind of dates until school was out. Sometimes I would take her in my buggy, 
hunting rabbits and quails. As an idol she grEw more divine all the time, but 
I had resolved to try to be content with the refining influence of her inspir- 
ing memory. When school was out and before I knew whether I would 
teach there again, it was arranged for the Misses Mattie and Sudie Lowry 
and their beaux, Will Harvey and Otis Osburn, and Mary and me to go 
up on Double Mountain and carry our dinners and spend the day. We drove 
our buggies up as high as we could and climbed the rest of the way. 

We took the usual rambles, paired off, admiring the scenery both on 
the mountain and in the valley for counties around. The different towns 
and court houses were pointed out, and certain farms that looked like little 
play fields. Mary pointed out the prairies over across Salt Fork that used 

to be her range, and the blue ridge away west which was the wall one would 
have to climb to get on the Plains where cattle and cowboys held dominion. 

Then Mary carried me through a cave with some names of her old friends 
written on the wall. I think one was a Mr. Jay that had moved to the Plains. 
But I don't remembEr anything definitely that was said. I just know she • 
was uttering words that were music in my soul. She seemed to be trans- 
figured and my heart wondered if two tabernacles might be built there, one 
for Mary and one for me. But directly something happened that I remem- 
ber definitely. It grew late and the others had gone on. We went slowly 
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down to our buggy. I helped her in and started off as the others went out 
of sight. Then Mary began crying. I was astonished and asked the trouble. 
I thought the climb had been too hard on her. She said "You are such a 
mean, provoking, blind fool I can't stand it any longer." Then I said, "Well, 
Mary do you love me now ?" "Yes!" she said, "you aggravating dummy, 
and why haven't you given me a chance to tell it without this humiliation?" 
"Well, Mary," I said "do you remembeer what you made me promise ?" 
She said, "Yes, and the way you have kept it and me sei.ing all the time 

what was in your heart, my heart having bee n conquered, just added fury 

to my love." 

She had arranged that picnic, getting Mrs. Richmond to teach her Sun- 
day school Class, which she had never missed while in the county and had 
not taken Agnes because she did not want t) take both the dhorister and 
the pianist away from services, all to give me the best opportunity to re- 
declare my love. And what a cruel blind fool I was. That heart-breaking 
cry of hers remained a long time in my memory. She said she wasn't satis- 
fied at first that she cared for me nor that my passion was the true sort 
and she had wanted to test me as she had others that aid not stand. But 
longe before this she had become satisfied and how cruel I was to both hEr 
and me. 

"But," she said, "I cannot marry and we will just have to continue as 
loving friends." I never could understand why. But when she took a stand 
she was as hard to move as that mountain. But I knew then in heart she 
was mine and I was happy. That was our situation when I got river bound. 

She came on to the normal a week after I got there. Ed Couch had got 
me to make some dates with his girl's best friend. His girl was Allie Frost, 
daughter of a stockman I afterward helped to locate in Lubbock County. His 
girl's chum was Allie Wright, a very beautiful girl. I went with this Allie 
the night after Mary arrived. The next day Mary was sick and unable to go 
to school. The next day she wasn't any better and I began to get sick. I 
got permission and went in to see Mary. Then we decided to stop that fool- 
ishness and get married as we ought. We both began to gain in health and 
happiness. 

This refined pioneer family has passed on except Pat, a stockman, south 
of Aspermont, and Miss Lou, still unmarried living in Aspermont. • 

Miss Lou had blue eyes and many thought she was prettier than Mary. 
She also had many suitors. A young lawyer, rooming with me at Mrs. Rich- 
monds', was going with Miss Lou the same time I was going with Mary. They 
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seemed to be having good times and I envied his prospects. He was a fine 

gmtleman and had a promising field there. 

One night he went over to see Miss Lou when I didn't go, and he stay- 

ed late. The next day he packed his grips and said he had to leave and be- 

fore we realized it he had gone. I wish I knew what became of him. None 

of us knew what made him leave. But I fear that if I had not had a school 

on my hands, I would have gone the same way. 

Now these remembrances have brought on the feelings I had there on. 

that first trip. To strengthen me lets contemplate some good things in 

store. After four years of void my heart was filled with as poyful love as 
any I had ever experienced, and it was reciprocated by another pioneer 
girl as noble, heroic, and refined as they grove. And she grew up down there 
in that same atmosphere a little farther down that river that lulled her to 
sleep by its roarings whenever on its spree. I have already introduced here  
though I will not meet her for three: years yet. She was a "daddy" girl 
also. In heart she became a Baptist, but would not broach the subject while 
under the roof of her father, who was a very strict Methodist. 

About the first requ€st she made of me after our marriage was to let 
her join the Baptist Church and she was baptized by J. R. Miller, second 
pastor of the Lubbock Church and cne of the greatest pioneer preachers 
of this country. 

The reason for describing the characters of these two women, so dem- 

and well known to me, is that each represents as a type her class that 

strived heroically for psosession of West Texas. 
Loula was the representative "nester" accustomed to farm work, though 

she was surrounded by ranches, and was a friend to cowboys. The ranch- 
men, the Wagoners and Burkburnetts, greatly esteemed her father and of- 
fered him use of all the cows he wanted to milk. Loula milked many long- 

horns that she had to tie head and foot. 
Mary was a representative ranch girl, knowing nothing of farm work 

for no farms were near. But she was an ideal cook and housewife like Loula, 
and if we had moved out on a farm she would have as cheerfully taken the 
mop and hoe and "niggered" for me from early till late. 

It would be ungrateful to a Higher Power, or Spiritual Power, supreme 
over all physical laws, not to attribute my ability to keep hopefully carry- 
ing on under these seemingly black hopeless conditions, to a trust I had in 

the available virtures of that power. 
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When only eight years old I read "Bible Stories" at grandma's that 
seemed to fill my soul with the everlasting notion that there is a Spiritual 
Power above and author of all physical power that may be drawn upon by 
persons in the right attitude for their extreme necessities. 

My belief was such that had it been necessary for my supreme, good, 
and the good of others, to get across that raging river when I was water- 

bound, and I had exercised faith in Him to the extent of plumging in, a safe 
crossing would have been made, even if the waters had to suddenly freeze 
hard or open a dry road. That Faith in that Power, whether called God, Son, 
Holy Spirit, or anything else, must be credited with all the good that climb 
to me. 

Soon now we shall see visions of hope on higher ground just beyond 
this dark vale. 

The First Methodist Church at Slaton 
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CHAPTER V 

Visions Of Hope On Higher Ground 

We turned north at Clairmont, and soon went through a gate into the 
Spur pasture. The brand on the stock was a spur. This ranch extended upon 
the Plains above Espula, a store near its headquarters. The Swensons after- 
ward bought it, built the railroad, and promoted the thriving city of Spur 
in the place of Espula. 

We rambled around that ranch, without roads most of the time, and 
passed some good school communities on our way to different ranch camps. 
But we could find no prospects of getting land. We turned West for Garza 
County, camping on Catfish Creek where we caught plenty of fish. 

Then we passed a school with good farms around it with hills and gorges 
on all sides so that we wondered how those folks kept up with the rest of 
the world. We asked directions to a ranch out west and they pointed to a 
lonesome hill and told us the ranch was just the other side of that hill, but 
there was no road. We traveled toward that hill till dark and it still seemed 
as far off. We were out of water and the team was thirsty. All the creeks 
we crossed were dry sand beds. We had seen some trees in front before dark 
and decided to drive on to them. When we got to them it was a cottonwood 
grove but the sand was as dry as any we had seen. Something had to be 
done. We got some tin buckEts and began to dig in that sand and when we 
had scooped a basin two or three feet deep, we had plenty of water. Prob- 
ably we could have found it that way in any of the draws we crossed. 

About noon the next day we arrived at the Z—L Ranch and learned 
that there was no use looking further in Garza for a cheap ranch. This was 
the first county we ever were in that did not have a farmer. They told 
us though, there was some cheap lands up on the Plains not very far west. 
Then we decided that, since we were so close to the Plains, we would go 

and see them. So we started west again. 

We went up a long hill and, thinking it was the Caprock, Nve gathered and 

packed in the wagon much wood to use on the Plains for camping where 
there would be no wood. But when we got up to the top we looked over 

into another rough valley. 
Soon we came to some plum pickers that said they were from Lubbock, 

and they told us how to get down in. to a canyon that would take us right 
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to Lubbock if we would keep going up it. We soon found that we had to 
keep going up it or down it for we could not get out. This was Yellow House 
Canyon. 

Late that evening we came to a grove of tall sycamore and cotton wood 
trees with a residence nestled among them. There was a branch running 
through the yard into a pool close by full of fish. There was fruit trees 
loaded with fruit and some boys mowing and raking hay. There were hyd- 
rants in the yard and house to which good cool water was piped from a spring 
upon the hill. It was the Robertson Ranch and it looked glorious to us after 
kiving over that dry country behind. We drove a little farther and camp- 
ed where there were other springs and branches, and wood better than we 
had in the wagon. We kept on crossing spring branches running from those 
hill sides, some of them through wild plum thickets loaded with fruit. The 
green valley between the mountainous walls of that canyon was a mile wide 
and little mounds of various shapes and colors decorated its floor. 

Down the middle rambled a clear stream through little lakes full of 
fish. There were big bloated catfish floating on some of the lakes and the 
stench was fierce. Somebody had been poisoning or dynamiting them. 

By this time we were very anxious to see what was just over those hills. 
Mr. Richmond stayed with the team while Irwin and I explored the hills 
trying to get up on the Plains. By a hazardous climb we got up on the south 
side and in front of us was an endless sea of waving grass but no signs of 
human habitation, unless those two little specks away south were windmills. 
There were fine cattle with a "Hat" brand. 

Mr. A. B. Robertson, a banker and cow man of Colorado City, and et 
partner of Winfield Scott of Fort Worth who had large ranches north of 
Midland had just that year, 1900, bought this 80,000 acre ranch for $120,- 
000.00. 

He had come up on other business and saw great prospects for this 
country and found this bargain and bought it from the St. Louis Cattle 
Co. His partner was not interested then and Mr. Robertson had to borrow 
the money to finance the deal. 

Since I may not be able to finish a history et the developments of this 
country as they occurred. I will describe conditions at different points ac 
I saw them then and give a snapshot of what they are now. 

It was one of the few still cloudy mornings of the Plains when we 
emerged on to that level green surface. It was as awe-mspiring to walk 
out into that broad expanse, with nothing in front to indicate directions, 
as to drift out into the ocean. And we did not dare get beyond the three 
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hundred yard view of a little knoll on the bluff lest we be swallowed by the 
Plains and never find that canyon again. 

Then about the only feeling attaching mc to the country was a desire 
to have a ranch home like that we had just passed in the canyon with pas- 

tures on top if there could be more land marks than windmills ten or tfif- 
teen miles apart. 

But from this same point, thirty-six years later can be seen, not five 
miles away, smoke from many Santa Fe engines that gather round those 
railroad shops for a little rest and repair to renew their runs up and down 
the trunk lines from Clovis and Amarillo to Sweetwater and on to the Gulf 
and to prance over branch lines to Crosbyton, Bledsoe, Seagraves, and La- 
mesa. Around these shops are many other smoke stacks from power houses, 
oil mill, compress, and five gins. 

This is a Santa Fe division called Slato», and called by itself the "Santa 
Fe Center of West Texas." Paved highway No. 7 from Sweetwater to Clovis 
runs through it. There is where this writer now lives on a little dairy farm 
five blocks South of that splendid human blessing, the Mercy Hospital, that 
cost $200,000.00, and shows its four stories for many miles around. And 
there is a $150,000.00 brick three story high school, and three other school 
buildings. And I taught the first session of that school with 125 pupils 
crowded into a one room church house in 1911 and 1912, the town having 
been born of the Santa Fe June 15, 1911. 

Soon after that town started this ranch was sold to farmers at $10.00 
to $20.00 per acre, and other ranches likewise, so that now we can see but 
little of that original sea of grass for it is all covered with farms. And 
right here where we could not then ride a mule up the hill on either side 
the canyon this writer, as County Commissioner, had the pleasure of using 
much of the Roosevelt relief funds to improve a highway cut-off from Ta- 
hoka via Slaton to Lorenzo until a common car may now make both these 

hills in high. 

Directly we found where we could, by unloading ourselves and pushing. 
get the wagon and team up on the Plains on the north side. 

When we got beyond the bluff it looked like we were in a boundless 
green grassy level meadow with little clumps of mesquite brush dotting it 
all over. We could not hold the team back from a fast trot. We could see 
another grove of trees with two or three windmills near. We drove to it 
and found a comfortable cottage nestled in that grove. There were orchard, 
garden, and flowers being watered from tanks kept full by the windmills. 

There were also the finest whitefaces we ever saw. 
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This was Rollie Burn's home ten miles southeast of Lubbock. He called 

it "Idle Wild." We never saw a country home as beautiful. 

On the way to town we saw several more nearly as grand. Perhaps the 
Wheelock place had even more trees, especially fruit trees. That orchard 

seemed to supply the town and country with fruit. We camped at noon in 
a draw east of town and helped ourselves to peaches ripe on some aband- 

oned trees. The clouds passed and the sun came out. We were then "good 
and sold" on Lubbock County. Mr. Richmond dug out that Dillard land a4 
and said that we would go at once and look for Mr. Dillard. There was a 
big gate to let us into the town section, which itself was a better pasture 
than we were accustomed to. We soon arrived at the old frame court house, 
with locus trees around it, and watered at the town tank on the west side 
of the court yard fence. There were seven or eight wood buildings around 
the square, but the one we were intersted in then was a little one on the 
northwest corner with a sign reading something like 4.1. J. Dillard, Land 
Law, and Lubbock Avalanche." Well, there is where we went as soon as we 

got our shaves in the little barber shop run by Bob Penny on the west side. 
It had been Monday morning when we started and this was Saturday. / 

Bob was very informing and we learned a lot about the country from 

him. He said he was holding down as good a section, down on block 20, as 
could be found anywhere. He had a six-by-eight box shack on it and he 
would go down and camp on it occasionaly to hold it. He wasn't eager to 

sell his bonus but might take $250.00 for it, as he wanted to build a new 
barber shop. Bob was shaving all the cowboys on the South Plains. He had 
a brother, Barrett, that had bun cowboying out here several years and had 
bought Et, half section straddling both canyons north of town with a good 
house and well on it. Then he had brought his father's family from Brown 
County to live on it. But they saw a bargain in the Nicolette Hotel and had 
bought it, and the family was now running that hotel. Therefore since they 
needed the money to pay on that hotel they would sell that 320 acres join- 
ing the town section on the north with a good four-room house and well and 
lots on it for $500.00. 

When we reached Dillard's office, Thadd Tubbs was printing some- 
thing in the press room while Dillard was acting "devil" at the desk. When 
I looked at him I knew I had faced my match for rugged pioneer ugliness. 
The next year Mr. Dillard and I were partners for a while and I boarded 
with him and his good wife, who is a jewel he still retains from the wrecks 
of his long gone fortunes. Mr. Dillard delights in telling how he and I 
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would run neck and neck ahead of all other contestants for the ugliness 
prizes they would put up at Lubbock. 

After Lubbock had been without a newspaper for several years, John 

Dillard and Thadd Tubbs had slipped off and got a little press, about May, 
1900, and printed a paper and circulated it over town before the people were 

aware of it. It fell on 'em like a mighty "avalanche." That is where it got 
its name. It was then about twice the size of Irwin's "bandana." 

Dillard not only stood by his town and county, but he stood by me 
later when a man jumped my "bonus" and contested my claim in court. A 
land agent that helped to locate nesters as I did in those days could not 
stand high in the estimation of many of the leading citizens. It was easy 

to peddle the impression that I was a swindler and just a bonus hunter, 
and gain the case in court on that sentiment. Mr. Dillard was my lawyer. 

It was while blood was being shed over land on the Plains. The revered law- 
yer and locater, J. W. Jarrott, had recently been mysteriously murdered. 

In that condition of gloom I wrote some verses about my claim, entit- 
led "A Homesteader's Troubles" and signed it Frances P. Wooly." Mr. Dill- 
ard published it in the Avalanche. They were crude verses but they told 
the truth and sentiment began to change in my favor. There were not over 

150 voters in all four counties, voting at Lubbock, and everybody was famil- 
iar with every case. A big fellow stepped into Dillard's office and accused 
him of being partial to me in his paper for publishing that stuff and said 

he felt like mashing Dillard's nose. Then that long, lank, John Dillard, laid 
his Prince Albert on the desk, got out in 111c street and cordially invited 
that fellow to come to him, for he was ready to fight to the last drop of his 

blood for any man that ever stood by him with equal show in an ugliness 

contest. But the fellow didn't go. 

That occurred four years after my first sight of Mr. Dillard. Because 

of their history I may put those verses in this book and turn that copy or 
the 'Avalanche over to 'the Tech museum. I have only Mr. Dillard's word for 

what he said on that occasion. 

Mr. Richmond showed that clipping and wanted to see the four sections 
for $1,000.00. Mr. Dillard said that bonus had been sold to a Mr. Mahoney 
from Longview, but he thought he could fix him up with something as good. 
Went Vaugn was in there from the northeast part of the county and said 
he had a ranch for sale that he thought would suit Mr. Richmond. Then the 
three of them talked up a proposition and decided for us to go look at it 

next day. 
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We drove out to County Judge Crump's beautiful home about six miles 
to camp. There we ate some of the best peaches yet tasted, and saw grapes 
and apples growing. 

We still had our wood but easily gathered dead mesquite sticks and 
dry "chips" to do our cooking. We are in haste now to get hold of some 
of this fine land and haven't time to explain "chips" yet. The country look- 
ed as good out that way as it did the way wa came, firm level roads, not a 
hill or a sand bed, but thick mat of mesquite, needle, and gamma grasses 
everywhere. And they say it is this way for 100 miles annose every direc- 
tion. We saw no more houses until we got to Vaughn's, fifteen miles from 
Lubbock, but saw several droves of antilope and many fat cattle and horsei. 

Mr. Richmond bought part of the Vaughn ranch and hurried us back to 
town to buy that half-section from the Pennys and then hurried back to 
Aspermont to wind up his affairs and get moved. Will and Agnes were 
to settle out on the ranch to see after the cattle while Mr. and Mrs. Rich- 
mond and Virgie were to Jive on the town place. I was in a hurry also to 
get back and get what little I could gather up and come back and try to 
get something here. 

Mr. Vaughn had told about him and brothers Charles and Ed, and Frank 
and Jim Bowles all coming from Kentucky as poor boys but were then worth 
$5,000.00 each. He said Enos L. Seeds had also come poor but had bought 
a ranch down on Moore's Draw, got a post office at his ranch, and then sold 
for a profit of $10,000.00 in less than five years. 

I had never thought of trying to accumulate more than $2500.00. I 
thought I might put that out on interest and go to college. But now I began 
to wonder if I might not do as well here as those boys. 

That dark dull void began to fill with some kind of interest. 
I wondered if, since Will and Agnes were going to move out here, 

would it be possible to get Mrs. Anderson to move with little Carl out here 
where Mary had wanted us to come. Until then I had not taken much inter- 
est in Carl, but I remembered then he had grown into a laughing bouncer 
when I last saw him, and how Mrs. Anderson said he had my big mouth and 
Mary's eyes and smile. She said he was the only babe she ever had to laugh 
every time be was put in water to bathe. She said he was about to fill 
"Aggie's" place in her heart. 

Then I began to realize how far away I was and what might happen 
before I could get back. Suppose they wanted to send me a message. A let- 
ter would be two days getting to Abilene, and perhaps that night to Big 
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Springs. Then it would be two more days coming from there by Gail to 
Lubbock. The carrier would change teams between Big prings and Gail, 
where he would stay all night, and then change again at Grassland. And 
they would be driven all the way in a long trot. That would take four or 
five days if dry, and if it rained much it might take twice that long. There 
was a mail line north but it made no quicker time. 

All freighting was done in wagons and there were many that lived by 
freighting. They would hitch 8 or 10 head to a wagon with three or four 
other wagons trailed behind. It usually took ten days to make a round trip 
but sometimes it would rain and get the roads boggy or under water and it 
might be twenty days before a freighter could make the trip. Coal would 
cost $8.00 per ton at the railroad but $18.00 to $24.00 at Lubbock. 

Now while we stand on the East Canyon hill, lets look at Lubbock in 
1900 and then take a snapshot of it in 1936. 

Two principal attractions in 1900 were the tall two and one half story 
frame court house, with six cr eight attic gables, and the Nicolette Hotel 
just across the street south of it, built in the same style. They looked just 
like mother and little daughter. This hotel was first built north of the 
canyon by Frank Wheelock when he and Rollie Burns started a town over 
there to compete for the county site with one W. E. Rayner had started and 
the old Buffalo hunter's paradise, Singer's Store, a little northwest. All 
these competitors compromised on the present site of Lubbock and moved 
to it and set an example all would do well to follow in town building. That 
hotel was moved across the canyon in sections and became the most popu- 

lar hotel on the South Plains. 
Once or twice a year the great cattle emperor, C. C. Slaughter, of Dal- 

las, who owned most of the. lands or leases and cattle from Lubbock to Mid- 
land and to Roswell, would be driven up to the hotel in his fine palace car 
pulled by six glistening white horses to g2it his meals and perhaps stay over 
night. That building now called City Hotel is all that still remains of old 
Lubbock. It is nearly hidden by modern buildings. Besides those two build- 
ings and Dillard's and the barber shop, there were Hunt and Wheelock's 
General Merchandise, J. D. Caldwell's Dry Goods Store, a drug store, and 
Masonic hall with Dr. Pharr keeping a post office in it and the law office 
of Geo. L. Beaty, the cowmen's lawyer. That constituted the business Lub- 
bock of 1900. This old Dr. J. A. Pharr was the Pastor of the Baptist Church, 
meeting in the courthouse, was the only physician south of Plainview, and 

held a bonus claim on block 20. 
Someone jumped his bonus and while his family was quarantined for 

small pox during one of those epidemics, he put yellow flags on his cover- 
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ed wagon and moved to his bonus and ran off the jumpers without a law 

suit. 
Geo. R. Bean, another nester school teacher, had come in from Monta- 

gue County and married an Estacado girl, a sister to the afterward fam- 
ous J. Winifred Hunt, president of McMurray College. At this time George 
was teaching Lubbock's school in a little one-room house in the south part 
of the town. He afterward made a lawyer, served as county judge, and is 
still a prominent citizen. 

The only church house then on the South Plains was a little white 
frame house in the east part of Lubbock belonging to the Church of Christ 
of which the then young Liff Saunders was pastor. The Baptists soon built 
the next one in the southeast part of Lubbock. 

A plain statement of what is at Lubbock in 1936 is almost unbeliev- 
able. Perhaps the greatest thing is Texas Technological College, with more 
than a dozen great buildings on 2000 acres of campus, parks, orchards, 
and farms. 

Perhaps the next most conspicious are the Lubbock and the Hilton 
Hotels extending many stories toward the sky, and several other skyscrap- 
ers, and the many factories and wholesale houses with two trunk lines of 
the Santa Fe and three of its branches besides the Denver. It has about 
the grandest high school in the state, costing $500,000.00. And among its 
greatest things are two magnificent sanitariums. If these modern hos- 
pitals and modern doctors and nurses had been available where I was in 
1900, I am sure Mary would not have gone then for they can now prevent 
blood poison and many other things. And there need not now be sudh dread 
for babies that are motherless. 

"But these meditations must stop," I thought. "We must hurry back to 
Aspermont and get ready to move." We went back the nearest way, which 
was east by Emma and down the old Duck Creek Trail. Sunflower? were so 
rank we could not find the trail in places. 

We crossed Salt Fork again near Double Mountain and drove on to 
Aspermont with most of the wood we had loaded on before reaching the 

Plains. 
But little Carl was already with his Mother and his little body by the 

side of hers. The trouble was called "children's summer complaint." Mrs. 
Anderson appeared like the statue of desolation, seemingly to say only 
"Fessor, he's gone. How I wished for you to be here." 

Sam Florence, my cousin, who married my sister, was living on Mr. 
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Richmond's farm and had made a good crop and had good prospects for 
another. If it made good they would be able to pay some on a home and we 
started back to the Plains to find land tD file on. My sister's family went 
in their covered wagon and I accompanied in my buggy. 

Then I became in earnest a real nester prospector. 

As I drove back lonely over the Jay prairie, that had been Mary's girl- 
hood range in that buggy, pulled by that horse that had pulled us home a 
year before a happy bride and groom, I was a little cruel to that horse to 
get him on. The old man Jay had long before moved out to Lubbock County 
near Estacado and had one of those beautiful homes with windmill, trees, 
fat cattle, and a lake with fish he could catch as desired. That is where 
Mary wanted us to go and what she wanted us to have. But then I thought 
all the happiness I needed was in sight of Double Mountain, and could not 
be interested in going further. 

Then with an extra slap at Diamond I bid adieu to all those medita- 
tions. 

We had the usual experiences of family traveling over the old Duck 
Creek trail to where the old Emma Trail led up the Cap Rock. Before us 
seemed to be an insurmountable hill as far as we could see north or south. 
But the old road turned into a rambling draw graduating upward for a mile 
and then up such a steep rocky grade for 200 yards or more that we all got 
out and helped the teams all we could. 

Then we could look back across the brakes and get the last glimpse 
of Double Mountain. But in front we could see nothing but level grass 
land with numerous shallow lakes of water. Before another mile we were 
swallowed into this boundless prairie with the brakes, bluffs, and Double 

Mountain blotted from sight. 

The horses trotted without tightening their traces. There were ducks 
on the lakes and plover by the roadside whose heads were easy marks for 
my "22." And 0 how juicy they were! 

The first settlement sighted was old Emma, the countyt site of Crosby 
County. It had a two story courthouse and a few houses around it about 
like Lubbock. This was the oldest county site on the Plains. When the county 
lines were run out the old Quaker College town of Estacado was found to be 
on the west line of this county and enough settlers were back this way to 
locate the county site here. And that killed Estacado. All the counties from 
here to New. Mexico were then attached to this one. 

But pretty soon Lubbock organized and took judicial charge also of 
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Lynn, Hockley, and Cochran, and being the gate to all that unsettled em- 

pire from there to the T. & P. and the pivot of the revolution that settled 
it, she afterwards assumed to herself the name of "The Hub of the Plains." 

But even shrewd Lubbock overlooked having surveying jurisdiction for 
those other counties transferred and that left them under Hank Smith, 
Crosby County surveyor, who lived in the old rock house in Blanco. Since 
we first filed on public domain in Hockley County, we had business with 
Uncle Hank and sometimes went out to that historical home, the first 
one built on the Staked Plains, about 1877. 

Just beyond Uncle Hank Smith's was another old pioneer nester, Grand- 
pa Adams, who had a son, Houston, teaching their little school at $25.00 
per month. This S. H. Adams made a doctor and became first Santa Fe 
physician at Slaton and became a community builder of that town before 
his untimely death. His sister, Miss Aura, now Mrs. Hollis, was one of 
Slaton's early teachers. 

I soon saw the importance of surveying in this country and bought 
a compass and chain and did much surveying on my prospecting trips, 
though I had never surveyed before. 

The first sight we got of Emma was in a mirage. It was afternoon 
and the sun bearing down warm when in front we could see one tall house 
and others nearly as tall standing out in water it seemed. At times they 
would increase in height. As the sun lowered we lost sight of them. Then 
we camped in a basin by a beautiful clear lake covered with ducks and cur- 
lew, with lots of fat cattle all around. Plenty of dry "chips" for cooking 
were gathered. The next morning was clear and still and just after sun-up 
that same town was hanging in the sky just above the ridge in front. But 
when we got up there, no town was in sights. 

Even this old Emma that took the county site from Estacado was soon 
to lose it to the new railroad town of Crosbyton and vanish like that mirage 
while all her possessions were absorbed by another new town to be built 
on that new railroad named Ralls. 

I know you wonder, as I did, if things will ever become real around the 
Llano Estacado. Well, if I can, I will get some pictures to put in here show- 
ing what really exists now, and cameras can not lie. 

Of course, there were to be a few more bursted bubbles, much land 
snatching, some killings and many heart aches. I became infatuated with 
the country and studied it from every standpoint, and being restless, made 
many prospecting and surveying trips over it, much of the time in single 
horse buggy alone. I saw the stuff was here out of which real things could 
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be made and I ,resolved to live or die trying to make them. 

Then we trotted on to Lubbock and got run into jail the first night. 

But before leaving this point lets take a snapshot of conditions in A. 

D. 1936. 

The traveler now may have to get off in some remnants of the old 

ranches to see those mirages for there ars too many real things near the 

highways. I don't know whether that old Emma Trail still exists. The mod- 

ern paved highway No. 24 comes from Seymour through the "narrows," by 

Dickens, and up the Cap Rock so gradually the tourist will hardly notice 

it. It passes the modern Silver Falls resort on Blanco on its way to Lub- 
bock and New Mexico. It touches the modern towns of Crosbyton, Ralls, 

and Lorenzo, in Crosby County. Paved highway No. 7 from Sweetwater 
intersects the paved highway from Clairmont at Post and carries the tour- 
ist easily up the Cap Rock by Slaton, Lubbock, Littlefield, etc. on to Clovis, 
New Mexico. 

Paved highway No. 9 from San Antonio via Big Spring to Amarillo 
touches Lamesa, Tahoka, Lubbock, Abernathy, Plainview, etc. Between 
these the prospector may have still the old time difficulty in climbing the 
Cap Rock. 
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CHAPTER VI 

Making Realities On The Llano Estacado 

Before reaching Lubbock we passed a scraped-out basin with the dirt 
banked around to make a tank. A large windmill pumped water into this 
tank till the water stood higher than the, ground. It was piped owt into 
drinking troughs where float-valves kept them from running over. 

Many cows watered there. Out on the grass near this watering place 
were lots of dry "cow chips." Where cows live on this grass these "chips" 
make good fuel when dry. They are useless when wet. As it threatened to 
rain we filled several sacks with these "chips" and carried them in the 
wagon to cook with. 

The only building near the square east c.f the Lubbock courthouse was 
a little boxed jail out in the catclaws and mesquites and it stood wide open. 
The thunder cloud ran us into it as a refuge from that over-head battle that 
bombarded the Plains with chunks of ice and sheets of water. After the 
shower we got our dry "chips" and made a fire to cook supper. But swarms 
of flying ants and all sorts of bugs covered us so that we had to put out 
all lights and bunk down on heavy pallets to sleep under light suppers. 

We camped around Lubbock several days, getting acquainted, and try- 
ing to find some land available for "filing on." That "filing on sections' 
got to be such a craze that it was said, "a section of the courthouse wind- 
mill blew off and two prospectors filed on it before it could hit the ground." 
We searched the records and quizzed County Clerk J. B. Mobley and his 
Deputy, Jack Robinson, unmercifully but they could not inform us of any 
school land available. All of it north of Lynn County known to exist was 
already purchased and all south of Lubbock County was leased by stockmen. 

But we got friendly with one of the Spade cowboys who told us if we 
would come to his camp over in Hockley County he 'would show us a strip 
4:4 public domain we could file on. We followed his directions and got to 
his shack next day in time to eat a much relished Sunday luncheon of Lis- 
quit and antelope, cooked with "chips" which gave it just the right flavor. 
He pointed out where the surveyed sections of Lubbock County, which had 
their starting points at the forks of the canyon had failed to connect up 
with the county school leagues of Hockley County that had for their starting 
point a big mound and iron stake over in the Spade pasture. There was thus 
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left a vacant strip from a half mile to nearly a mile wide along the line of 

these counties, getting wider towards Terry County. We afterwards learned 

there was another strip of the same kind about five miles wide running 

from the south end of this strip west to New Mexico. That is the strip 

that was soon to cause historic trouble. 

It was thought then that these unsurv.z.yed strips were under the juris- 

diction of the Lubbock surveyor, who iwas the greatly esteemed George M. 

Hunt, one of the original Quaker settlers of Estacado. I soon became well 

acquainted with this old pioneer, whom I found to be one of the kindest, 

most conscientious, learned, and noble of all men. He was the father of 

some of Lubbock's finest citizens; Viz, Irwin, Alley, Clifford, Mrs. Frank 

Wheelock, Mrs. Warren Bacon, and Mrs. George C. Wolfarth. 

Sam Florence and I made application to Mr. Hunt to survey into sec- 

tions for us that little strip, which he did. Sam took a section north of the 

four I was to get on the sputh end. But my part was threatened to be found 

in conflict with Block No. 20 on the east. Therefore we cooperated in im- 

proving Sam's section and in planting a crop, and we planted 10 acres of 

sod in cotton the Spring of 1901, which produced about three bales, the first 
ever raised on the South Plains to be ginned. Only two bales were picked 

and Sam and Ben Montgomery hauled them to the nearest gin which was 
close to Big Spring. Mr. Montgomery hauled one bale for the seed. He and 
a Mr. Jones were the first neighbors to kettle near us. For the first .year 
Sam and my sister, Ella, with two children, lived in a little dug-out, eight 
miles from the nearest neighbor, Steve Jarvis. Other children were born 
to them there. Farther, on towards Lubbock lived Harry Butler, who owned 
the 40 section pasture we settled in, using its west and south fences for two 

sides of our field. 
Harry was a very clever stockman and when 1_ b€came a land agent 

that year I sold Harry out to M. C. and Henry iMcCrummen, of East Texas. 
That started a whole tribe of McCrummens to coming in and buying Lub- 
bock County land from $1.00 to $2.50 per acre which they soon began sell- 

ing for $10.00 per acre. 

We did not have an easy time getting that strip-land. We moved on it, 
made a dug-out, bought a well drill and made our own well, and drilled some 
for others. Then we found that Uncle Hank Smith of Crosby County was 
the proper surveyor. We made applications to him, but somcihow could not 
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get it surveyed. That was its condition during the first crop. I was too rest- 

less to stay anywhere and was out prospecting and surveying all over the 

South Plains or on the road back and forth to Stonewall and Haskell, bring- 

ing in prospectors. 

I got a "Block 20" man to go with me to the famous corner between 

the Double Lakes which was the true starting point to survey out that noted 

block of 112 sections, and with his flagging and my guiding with compass 

and measuring with my buggy wheel, we found to be true the genEral talk 

that everything on that block would have to move nearly two miles west to 

conform to the Double Lakes corner. They had first been located by sur- 

veyors assuming that a secondary call tying this block with surveys that 

were tied to the forks of the Canyon corner was true. If the Double Lakes 
corner location should be sustained the most of my claim on the west side 
would be covered up. But the same amount would be vacant on the east 
side. Most of the people said, however, the slide would not come, and I 
thought there might be some way to prevent it. But when a man offered 
me $100.00 for my claim and he risk the slide, I let him have it. 

Afterward when the land office recognized maps showing that vacancy 
on the east side and surveyor Standefer was contracting to put men on it 
I made my aplication and was just a few minutes ahead of any other ap- 
plicant for that land. Mr. Turk Beal put his application on top of mine. But 
my application being first, it became Surveyor Hunt's duty to sectionize 
and classify that land for me, and send papers to the land Commissioner 
for approval. And if approved, I would have 60 days' prior right to plur# 
chase that land. The man that bought my claim on the west abandoned it, 
though nearly two sections were not covered up. Afterwards he claimed the 
right to my land on the east side and contested me in the courts. 

This incident is mentioned to show that not all contests for land here 
were nesters against cowboys, but the rush for land got so exciting that the 
different classes contested each other. Under the circumstances there was 
no chance for me to have turned my claim to any other if I had desired to. 

In April, 1901, I began to advertise as a land agent, working a while. 
with J. J. Dillard, a while with Mobley and Robinson, and then alone. Many 
stockmen had lands in their pastures they were using free or for small 
leases and they did not wish prospectors to come in their pastures. And 
a land agent that tried to sell those lands was very unpopular. However, 
the land agent population increased so rapidly they almost got in the ma- 
jority. 
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Hunt and Wheelock had a mimeograph they didn't need after the Ava- 
lanche came, and I bought it. I made many plats of land bargains that I 
sent to those answering my ads and almost every day some prospector 
would come into my office and show a plat of land that he wished to see. 
I kept my buggy close by and my pony grazing on the town section where 
he could be seen from the windmill. I was always ready to go in a few 
minutes. 

iOne evening late J. A. Childress and son appeared, wanting to see the 
place of C.. E. Spath on the west line of the county. Mr. Spath had first list- 
ed that place at $1.50 per acre but every time it rained he ordered a raise 
of $0.50 per acre. It was now $2.50 per acre. Mr. Childress was in a hurry 
and wanted to get out there that night. There was no road and we traveled 
by lightning flashes and got there just before the rain. By staying with 
them two nights and nearly two days I closed the deal. That is just one 
example of the many new people I located here that Summer, and the many 
other agents were doing likewise. We did not lose those whom we sold out, 
for they usually moved to town and went into the land business or some 
other business. On account of later land troubles this Mr. Childress was 
shot and almost killed one night as he opened his door when some one 
"halloed." 

Early that year I was down at the farm when one morning about sun- 
up we saw a buggy pulled by two horses rambling around on the prairies 

south of us. After a while it came straight to our dug-out and a young fel- 
low said, "H-h-hello, c-c-can you tell me the way to Lubbock?" It was 
young Dr. Overton, who had just come to Lubbock from Louisville and had 
been piloted out that night to a birth case away out west on a ranch. I 
suppose he has attended more cases of that kind now than most any one 
Doctor on the Plains. He was among the first to bet high on this country. 
He bought the G. A. Rush section that lay between the present Lubbock 
Hotel and Tech College for $70.00 per acre and put it in Overton Addition. 
I thought that a wild speculation, but fine homes built out there too fast to 
count. The Santa Fe was paid $5,000 to go east of town instead through 
Overton Addition. This was in addition to the $50,000 and all right-of-ways 

through the county, that Lubbock had to put up. 

Getting that railroad was a great boost to Plains development. The 
South Plains had been the farthest from a railroad of any country as well 
settled with farms. 1Many disappointing efforts had been made to get rail- 
roads on the Plains. The railroad committee had built several miles of road- 
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bed in Lubbock County for the proposed "Quanah, Acme and Pacific" that 
never got a train over the Caprock. But soon after the Santa Fe arrived she 
had branch lines radiating out over the Plains like spokes of a wheel, and 

many new towns built on these lines. 

About three years before the Santa Fe came Rollie Burns, that famous 
cowboy and ranch boss, who still lives at Lubbock, sold out his ranch and 
bought the first motor car used on the Plains. He established a passenger 
line from Lubbock to Amarillo and to Big Spring serviced by two-cylinder 
Buicks. They scared teams so that he was often forced by teamsters with 
guns to make a wide detour. That caused him to scrape out a private route 
with dug and bridged cattle guards for gates through pasture fences. 

That summer of 1901 I brought to my office some cotton stalks in 
bloom and they were a great curiosity to some of the boys, especially ono 
C. E. (Clifford) Hunt, who had never seen any cotton. 

Pretty soon the business men of Lubbock sent to that famous Block 
97 and got a load of cotton seed and gave them to farmers who would plant 
them. They also had a gin put in. I believe Will Graves started the styled 
of growing cotton without ohopping. Then slides were invented that re- 
ceived a row of stalks in a crack which stripped off the cotton bolls as well 
as trash. One man and team could gather several bales a day that way. 
Then gins were arranged to clean this cotton and to gin unopen bolls, called 
"bollies." One man by working six or eight animals to listers, planters, and 
cultivators, could cultivate 200 acres. With tractors they now cultivitte 
400 acres to the man. No wonder the South Plains gorged the world with 
cotton. 

In 1901 came some great Plains builders. Monroe G. Abernathy, of Cole- 
man, came to sell out the old I.O.A. ranch land to the Kokernot Bros. and 
remained to become a great booster and the maker of the contract that 
brought the Santa Fe Railroad. 

From Stephenville came the clever and friendly lawyer, J. W. Jarrott 
with his family to live at the Nicolette where t boarded. Mr. Jarrk. ct be- 
came a hustling land agent and we had some friendly competition. We were 
both trying to get control of a section in Lynn County the owner at DenveL 
was wanting 75 cents per acre for. I sent a deed for the owner to execute 
to me and Lend to the Lubbock Bank .for me to pay out. Mr. Jarrott bought 
it from me at 1.00 per acre, and then he sold it for a good profit. 

A good instance of how land was going is that of Andy Caldwell to 
whom Dillard and I tried to sell four sections near where Slaton now is for 
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$1,250.00. Andy thought it too high and went on to New Mexico prospecting. 
R. J. Dillard bought the land and sold it to Mr. Jarrott for $1,500.00. But 
before the deeds were made Andy came back and took it from Mr. Jarrott 
at $2500.00. 

By this time the aspirations of Lubbock had changed from being head- 
quarters for cowboys to becoming the "HuD" of a revolution they saw com- 
ing on the South Plains. 

THE JARROTT LAND-RUSH AND. KILLING. 

I thought land had boomed too high for awhile and, since I had fast- 
ened a claim that I would have to wait a year to settle on, I took the op- 
portunity I had claved for so long to go to school at the University of Tex- 
as. That absence perhaps kept me out of one of the most exciting land rush- 
es ever to happen on the Plains, which cost the life of the lamented J. W. 
Jarrott. 

Mr. Jarrott learned the situation of that large vacant strip of fine 
land extending from the South West corner of Lubbock County to New Mex- 
ico. Being a neighbor and friend of Governor Lanham, he got the state to 
appointed a special surveyor to sectionize that land and give prior rights 
to purchase to those paying for the surveying. The strip that Sam and I 
first settled on and raised that first cotton on was included. But the rights 
of those settlers were respected and they got to purchase their lands. For 
the rest of that vacant land Mr. Jarrott had contracted with nearly 200 men 
to get them title to four sections each by them settling on it and otherwise 

complying with the law and paying his fee. 

But the taking of that land by nesters would ruin some of the best and 
oldest ranches in the country and it might be a start that would grow until 
the nesters would take all the South Plains Empire. Therefore the stock- 
men and their friends formed an equal number of contestants with the 
Jarrott men for that land. The stockmen got the prior rights taken away 
from the .Jarrott men and caused the filing to be at the Clerk's office at 

which the two sides lined up to await the notice to file. 

While these two armies faced each other, each grimly determined to 
purchase that land, each having already established their settlements on 
the land, we saw lined up neighbor against neighbor, friend against friend. 
Many of the Jarrott men were new-comers, but many were old settlers con- 

testing their cowboy friends. 

But do not blame these citizens for these conditions; nor for the blood 
that was shed. The cattle interests were under control of corporations, or 
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higher-ups, not citizens 'here. Those interests had furnished the country's 
prosperity so long many of the best people felt it their duty to work for the 
cattle interests without question. That is always the case when people be- 
gin to take possession of their natural resources, that before had been in 

possession of a few. 

There were "chutes" built here and at Stanton for these waiting appli- 
cants to stand in. By some lucky maneuvers, the Jarrott men, being more 
familiar with the surveys, got their files in first, which entitled them to 
awards of the land. But the other men all brought contest suits. There were 
able lawyers on each side. Mr. Jarrott had contracted to fight the cases of 
his clients through all the courts. He had secured four sections of the land 
himself, and was improving them. 

Mr. Jarrott started one day from Lubbock alone with a wagon load of 
material and supplies for his place. After several days his hands ran out 
of supplies and came in, on a different route, looking fol. Mr. Jarrott. Then 
everybody suspected what had happened. His wagon was found at a wind- 
mill and drinking trough in Hockley County, the harness hanging on the 
tower, and the team loose. Mr. Jarrott's body was visible in the lake with 
five bullet holes through it. 

M. G. Abernathy, Justice of the Peace, was appointed by the governor, 
special investigator. But clews pointed nowhere, except to a citizen who had 
passed there and unharnessed the. team, without reporting his discovery. He 
was billed by the grandjury and tried in the courts but never convicted. 
There were suspicions against others, and perhaps more excitement and 
talk about that Jarrott killing than any other case of West Texas. In this 
condition, it gradually died in the memories of the people. But lately, I have 
seen some official records that seem to me a solution. All the parties direct- 
ly involved were dead before this solution. I will not call names however, 
for they have honorable descendants. 

John Abernathy, a famous U. S. marshal, of Oklahoma, registered one 
night at the Nicolette Hotel many years after the Jarrott killing. Someone 
inquired if he was kin to Monroe Abernathy, who married the widow of J. 
W. Jarrott. John Abernathy said, he thought he had a cousin Monroe, but 
did not know where he was. Then John Abernathy was made acquainted with 
John Jarrott, who happened to be in there, as the step-son of his cousin 
Monroe. They shook hands and after studying awhile John Abernathy said, 
"John Jarrott, son of Lawler J. W. Jarrott I Then, I had the pleasure one 
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time of arresting the man that killed your father, and of putting this kill- 
er in the jail from which a mob took him out and hung him in a barn." This 
killer had been arrested for bank robbery and murder in Oklahoma and be- 

lieving his end was near, he. confessed to the details of many killings he 
had performed as a professional "killer" for big pay. 

The marshal had written down notes on the cases but, after the killer's 
death, had given them no further attention. Comparing his notes with the 
details of this case proved clearly that this man was the one who murdered 
J. W. Jarrott. 

To detail briefly, a stranger stopped over night in July, 1902, with Ben 
Glazier, 10 miles south of Lubbock. He came on to Lubbock and got a man 
to point out to him J. W. Jarrott, who was fixing to start out with his load. 
These were the only times this stranger was remembered here. He never 

told Ben his business, but it seems that Ben knew something about the man 
and had a strong suspicion. Ben's curiosity led him out to investigate, and 
his sympathy for horses led him to unharness the team. But knowing what 
danger he would be in from the killer he was afraid to report. 

!By the time these facts were known those involved were all dead. All 
that they are valuable for now is for history and to remove shadows from 

innocent people. 

Mrs. Jarrott let it be known to all those Jarrott contestants for the 

land that she would back them to the last court with able lawyers and en- 
couraged them to stay with their claims. It was an exciting time when the 
cases were called for trial at Stanton. But the court decided the plaintiffs 
had no just claims and the cases were dismissed in favor of the nesters. 

Both sides were soon as friendly as brothers. 

The nesters had now captured Crosby, Lubbock, and large parts of 

Hockley, and Cochran counties, and were fast turning them into cotton 
fields with Lubbock now advertising every inducement possible for nest- 
(I's' favor. But there was that great empire south still untouched by nest- 
ers, except on that famous Jarrott strip in Terry and Yoakum. 

In the conquering of that empire a nester meteor for awhile almost 
eclipsed the great luminary of Lubbock, and then was exploded by the cow- 
boys in favor of the present star of Brownfield. But this writer salvaged 
a jewel from that meteor which he still possesses, ch( rished above all stars. 
May I tell you about it and the development of that empire in the next chap- 

ter where we shall see the last cowboy nnd 	ster battles when they line 

up as the "Reds" and the "Blues ?" 
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But before leaving Lubbock, I wish to tell about my biggest and last 
land deal put over there. Since I was showing prospectors lands that were 
for sale, even if they were in stockmen's pastures, Mobley and Robinson 
thought best to dissolve partnership with me, which left me alone again. 
Luther McCrummen, of Paris, came to look at some places I had adver- 
tised, especially the highly improved 18-section ranch and 500 cattle of R. 
M. Clayton, 4 miles northwest of Lubbock. I drove him all over it in my 
single-pony buggy. He got very friendly with me and had me tell him about 
my life, my troubles, and my plaps to go to school. Some time after he went 
home, Mr. McCrummen wired me from paris to close that Clayton deal for 
the land at $2.50 per acre and the 500 cows at $20.00 each. Perhaps this was 
the first deal made over wire at Lubbock, as the long distance had just been 
built. 

But when I went to draw papers with Mr. Clayton he said he would: 
not sell unless I made it agreeable with Jack Robinson. Luther would not 
buy from anyone but me. Therefore we had to compromise by sharing the 
commission. 

Then Luther demanded an abstract, which was something new out here. 
I inquired of lawyers what constitutes an abstract and when I found it was 
just a brief description of the original grant from the State, and all the 
transfers of title with liens of every kind I just went to the Clerk's records 
and traced the title and wrote the abstract for each tract and sent it to 
Mr. McCrummen. I never did hear any objections to it. Titles then were 
very short in this country. 

Wheat Field On the Plains 
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CHAPTER VII 

The Last Battles 

HUNTING FOR CHICAGO. 

In 1901 the map showed only two post offices in all that cattle empire 
between Lubbock and the T & P, and between Clairemont and Gail and New 
Mexico. I knew the one at Grassland, southeast cornEr of Lynn County, 
was just a ranch house and team-chanKing station. But the other one, which 
was Chicago, in northwest part of Dawson County, I thought must be an 
important place. It was near the center of that great empire and surely it 
must be the center from which cattle were started on those shipments to its 
namesake up on Lake Michigan. 

I went to Austin the first of that year visiting Ed Couch, then a stud- 
ent in the University, and trying to find out from the Land Office what 
school lands out here were open for settlers. I was given a list showing 
some lands near Chicago unleased. A prospector came back with me from 
the new town of Stamford to look at that land, and also an old buffalo 
hunter who was prospecting out here wanted to see it. 

We went in a covered wagon to find that land, going by Tahoka Lakes 
to Jack Alley's Slaughter Ranch the first night. We reloaded with water 
there and went southwEst through the T— ranch. There we mired in sand 
and "shinnery" so that we could barely move. That was one of those few 
cloudy weeks on the Plains and we could not tell the directions without set- 
ting the compass. Late :n the night we had consumed about all our drinking 
water and the horses were thirsty. This was January but the weather was 
war_m. Remembering Stories of people dying of thirst in this country made 
our throats dry and our tongues begin to swell. But we could only drive on 
and on and wade that sand. There was no road and not a star to be seen. 
The horses were sweating and about exhausted. We stopped to set the com- 
pass and heard some common old house dogs barking south of us. We drove 
towards the cheering bark, soon came to the South T— fence which we stood 
on, drove over, and then came to Singleton's ranch camp. 

We were made welcome by the boys who were having a dance with 
part of them acting as girls. The next morning they invited us to help 
ourselves to the several antelope carcasses hanging on posts and windmill 

tower. We inquired for a road going to Lubbock and they told us hoiw far 

west we would find it. When we got to that road we turned south. Pretty 
soon two cowboys overtook us in a fast lope with long guns. That buffalo 
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hunter also had a long gun in view. They cursed us for turning south instead 
of towards Lubbock. But when we explained that we were really going to 

Chicago and thought that was the Lubbock and Chicago road, they smiled 
and said that was all right if .we would flag ourselves from their pasture 
in the quickest possible time. They showed us how to get out down south 
and even escorted us to the place. We hunted for Chicago all that day but 
could see no sign of it. But that hunter killed a large antelope. That chase 
caused the loss of the trail. 

We saw what looked like a circular mound about five feet high and two 
hundred yards across. But we found that it enclosed a basin with its bot- 
tom covered shoe-mouth deep with something that looked like baking soda 
and tasted a little like soda. I've always wondered if it was a phosphate 
bed, or something that would become valuable to the country. 

When we found Chicago it was a few cigar boxes in a shack on Sul- 
fur Draw that held mail brought from Big Spring once-or-so a month for 
all the cowboys of several ranches. No one was at home but the door was 
open. We did not go back up that Chicago-Lubbock road but turned east 
and after much searching found the Big Spring-Lubbock trail which we fol- 
lowed north. The hunter killed another antelcpe about where the town of 
Tahoka now is. All the land we saw was pronounced the best of farm land. 
But we did not favor farming those patches of shinnery. The next week I 
made that lonesome trip to Big Spring after building material and on my 
way back all the Plains was under snow. I found that Chicago land Was 
leased at Big Spring and decided land office clerks did not know much 
more about, school lands than some of us nesters. 

After that I made several trips alone over Dawson. Gaines, Terry, and 
Yoakum Counties where there was not a nester. This Sulfur Draw, and a 
similar one through Gaines County, of firm soil made natural highways 

along the T & P to New Mexico. I suspected there would soon be some towns 
along these trails and perhaps one would become a real Chicago. 

In 1902-3, while living alone on my claim I made on my mimeograph 
thousands of sectionized maps of all this country showing the pastures, 
leases to expire, the fences, and trails, which, with my Prospector's Guide, 
I advertised in many papers. Leases on different lands would be expiring 
all along which would throw them open for purchase at midnight of the last 
day of lease. And on April 6, 1906, the law would open all school land for 

NOTE. A copy of that "Prospector's Guide" and copies of those 
mimeograph maps, as well as a copy of the Avalanche that contained 
the poem, "Troubles of a Homesteader," is in possession of Texas Tech 
to be placed in the Tech Museum. 
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settlement. The nesters were gathered from everywhere and getting foot- 
holds on patented lands, or any thing they could, in order to be ready to 
grab some of that school land. By 1903 enough had come in to organize most 
of the counties and there would nearly always be a county site fight. I was 
through Tahoka and found our old buffalo hunter with a little tent store in 
one of the groups trying for the county-site where he had two years before 
killed the antelope. Lamesa was starting to build southeast of Chicago and 
it has become famous fpr agriculture and high-school athletics. 

By this time the cattlemen saw that the days of their 	empire 	were 
numbered. They knew the greatest of all stampedes was at hand. They be- 
gan to plan some way to salvage what they could from the stampede. The 
law gave to each lessee prior rights to purchase four sections of his lease. 
Then they thought of transfering all their leases out to their cowboys, four 
sections to the cowboy thinking that would give each cowboy prior rights 

to his four sections. If that could be done then C. C. Slaughter, whc• had 
prior rights for only four sections, could divide 1000 leased sections among 
his 250 cowboys and they could hold all the land. The nesters wouldn't get 
a look-in. But the courts would not allow that. The only thing left for the 
cowboys was to become nesters and fight for the land in nester style. 

Now while these armies are getting ready to fight the last battle for 
possession of the South Plains it is a good place to make scme more ob- 
servations. 

The reader knows by now that the desire of the cowmen was to keep 
the country as it was. Had they won, the country would still be owned by 
a few cattlemen who would give jobs to perhaps 500 cowboys on all the 
South Plains. Since the country now supports 200 times as many people as 
it would have if the cowmen had won, it now seems ridiculous that they tried 
to keep it that way. But the lesson for us to learn is that human natury 
was always that way and still is. Just look at all this wind power going 
to waste which, if harnessed to dynamoes, with proper storages for elec- 
tricity, could pump water sufficient to irrigate all the Plains with little cost. 

But as soon as inventions are made by which the people may utilize all 
these God-given resources, and the people start to use them, there will be 
citizens to oppose it, because that will be competing with business here-to- 
fore owned by these good citizens. If that example is too problematic, then 
study this fact: When the government, which is the people organized, start- 
ed providing ways of salvaging some of that vast power we saw going to 
wast9 where I was river-bound, good citizens enjoined it in the court be- 
cause for the people to save this power to themselves would compete with 
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service these good citizens are selling the people. 

These stockmen had already grown rich by using the people's land 

when the people were not ready for it and they rendered a blessing to the 

State thereby. But when the people were ready for their land it did seem 

ridiculous for a few to try to withhold it. But no more so than these other 
withholdings occurring in this enlightened Centennial year 1936. 

If the people through their state, or their United States, will conserve 
properly the resources of the Brazos and Colorado now wasting and caus- 
ing damage, not only those valleys could be saved and irrgated but suf- 
ficient electricity could be produced to irrigate economically the whole 
Llano Estacado. If their constitution does not provide for them to do those 
things then they should amend their constitution. Along these grounds aro 
yet to be fought heroic battles for the peoples' resources. 

BATTLES OF THE BLUES AN D THE REDS. 

Both cowboys and nesters remembered what advantage organizing had 
brought down on Block 97 and they began to oganize here. The cowboys 
were the "Blues" and the nesters were the "Reds." When any school land 

was to be open the "Blues" would unite on which of their number should 
have it and all would help him get it. Of course there would be "Reds" after 
the same land with all the other "Reds" helping them get it. At the minute 
of lease expiration the clerk must be in his office and accept and file the 
first application presented with the minute of reception shown. Of course 	4 

others could file afterward but the qualified actual settler with settlement 
already on the land who filed first was entitled to the award of the land. 

Some of the most exciting and amusing land battles happened at Gail 
for Garza County land. When a lease was about to, expire the stockman 
owner of the lease set his chuck wagon at Gail near the courthouse and 
boarded his cowboys there and paid for their time to hold possession of the 
clerk's office till the minute of filling in favor of the cowboys that were 
designated by the ranchman to get the land. They were the "Blues." But 
at this time the "Reds" mobilized a much larger bunch and went in and 
took hold of the "Blues," two or three to the man, and after much scuffling 
and tearing off clothes pulled them out and took possession of the office. 
John, who was a "Blue" and going to do the filing, said he was holding to 
the clerk's window while his friend Charlie "Blue" held him around thei 
neck with one hand and the clerk's window with the other to keep him from 
being pulled away by the "Reds." This Charlie was the best kicker in the 
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county and everytime a "Red" got near, Charlie would kick him out through 
the door. After about an hour of that kind of scuffling Charlie said "Boys 
I can't kick any more" and fell exhausted. The "Reds" dragged John out 
and across the gravelly yard which took off much of his hide. 

"But tne 'Reds' pulled that -male too soon" says John. "They left me 
with time to gallop to every ranch in the country and get enough 'Blues' to 
take out that bunch of 'Reds' and sit on them till filing time." Of course 
then the same kind of battle was fought over. 

There were leases expiring at many different times at Gail and the 
same kind of struggle would be repeated at each time. Sometimes the 
"Blues" would win but mostly the "Reds" would win. And sometimes there 
would be a brotherly settlement of the contest by the "Blue" deeding part 
of the contested land to the "Red" while the "Red" deeded the other part 
to the "Blue." But whether a cowboy or a nester got the land most of it 
was "nesterized," or put in farms, just the same. 

One amusing case was that of Henry "Red," who got all his clothes 
torn off in one of those rushes at Gail while the land he was after was 
across the line in Lynn County and was successfully filed on at the same 
time by another fellow at Tahoka. 

These are examples of the struggles that went on the first five years 
of this century for the school lands of all the South Plains counties. Then 
stockmen decided land was getting too valua ble for ranching and began 
to sell out their ranches. The Llano Ranch and part of Slaughter's were 
bought by the Postum man, C. W. Post, who improved hundreds of quarter 
sections for comfortable living and sold those improved homes at $25.00 
per acre on easy terms. He built the modern city of Post where he estab- 
lished a cotton mill that makes the famous Garza sheets out of the Plains- 
grown cotton. And before ten years had passed the South Plains was per- 
manently a great farming country, with many towns striving for pre-emin- 
ence. I shall now tell about some of them in Terry County. 

THE STAR OF GOMEZ 

A young Mr. Amos of Oklahoma had seen my ads and come to my 
place to get me to help him find some school land. I knew ()if some land 
in Tprry County soon to come on the market and we went in my hack to 
Stanton to see about filing on it. We found about 20 cowboys lined up at 
the clerk's door. They gave us no welcome but we lined up with them. That 
didn't make them any more pleasant. They would play and dance and sing 

among themselves but cast only slurs and vicious looks at us. 

.One time a big fellow had played a french harp till he was exhausted. 
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Then he handed it towards Amos saying, "Bud, you play some." Amos 
said "No thanks, there is just one thing I play." "And pray what is that?" 
said the big fellow. "Mumble-peg," said Amos. Well, those other boys laughed 
at the big fellow till he looked madder than a rattlesnake. And I am a fake 
if that big fellow didn't jerk out a long-bladed knife, open it half way, 
brush the seat of his pants, sit flat on that dirty floor, and invite Amos into 
a game of "mumble-peg'.' And he made Amos root the peg. 

Then those boys got so friendly we decided we could trust them with 
our places and Amos and I went on to attend that great 4th of July cele- 
bration that was about to be pulled off at Gomez which was then the most 
talked of town in West Texas. But before getting to Gomez, let's study its 
history. 

In December, 1902, Sam Florence traded his half-section for a section 
just north of the center of Terry County in some of the best cotton and 
corn land in the world. He got me to survey for him a town site to run fJr 

• 

the county site. We called out town. Flora as part of our name. I made the 
plat as attractive as I could and took it to Stanton and filed it on the deed 
record. While looking through that record I found another city had' been 
filed for Terry County many years before and it showed to be much greater 
than the City of Flora. Our town covered only a quarter section, while this 
Terry City covered a section, and showed boulevards, colleges and factory 
sites, and lots of modern city stuff. Nearly that whole deed book consisted 
of deeds to Terry City lots from and to different owners scattered all over 
the nation, some naming high sale values. When I went and looked at that 
section I could see no sign that a stake had ever been set on that land. 

But before Sam and I could get our town started a faster bunch of 
'nesters stared another town nearer the center called Gomez. They adver- 
tised free lots and got people to settling there so fast that Sam and I 
abandoned our town without selling a lot. Sam sold his place to William 
Howard who made Terry County famous by raising fine fruit on that sec- 
tion and showing at fairs. 

Sam Florence moved his family to Portales, N.M., where he died leaving 
my sister with five children which she, as a widow, reared as did our Grand- 
ma Ashley. Some of them made school teachers and one teaches now in Por- 
tales where my sister runs the school's caf€teria. 

Mr. Morrell, one of the Gomez promoters, visited me at my shack and 
solicited me to establish a land office at Gomez and apply to teach their 
school. 

To see about that proposition caused the departure of Amos and me from 
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Stanton. It seemed that all trails were full of people going to Gornez. If 
Lubbock were mentioned someone would wish to know how far and what 
direction Lubbock was from Gcmez. We found already a large town of 
tents, shacks, and dug-outs near the head of Sulfur Draw, just the location 
for a Chicago. 

Wolf and Ware had moved a large general store to Gomez and was 
doing a wholesale business with ranches nearly to Roswell. There was a 
news paper, a land office, and other businesses. Carnivals and• rodeos and 
shows and campers gathered for the celebration till it was hard to find 
camping room on the section. When it was over many stayed to locate. A 
"candy pull" social was h - ld at Preacher Lane's for the young folks to get 
acquainted. There I saw another vision and kept wondering if it were real 
or a mirage. 

M. G. Abernathy of Lubbock bought an interest in Gomez and built 
a land office and made one his agent. As his attorney I made more deeds 
to Gomez lots than I ever made elsewhere all put together. I was employed 
to teach the Gomcz first school of Terry County which we taught in the 
new one-room school house. There were over a hundred pupils and we had 
to have an assistant. The "vision" I had seen became my assistant teacher, 
Miss Loula Spinks already introduced. She was staying with her sister, Mrs. 
0. B'ellah, for company in a dug-out a mile from town. We had one of the 
livest literary societies ever promoted on the Plains. It became the prin- 
cipal's duty to go in his buggy across that prairie-chicken-shinnery and 
bring in the assistant to the literary every Friday night. The principal soon 
became the assistant's most devoted pupil. 

I spent the Christmas holidays at my bachelor's shack on Block 20. 
The two weeks dragged heavier and heavier as I wondered whether that 
vision would be a vanished mirage before I conld get back. But to my joy 
the vision was still there and had come to board with Mrs. Reeves in town. 
I was bathing in the land office. She came with Mrs. Reeves to bring the 
bachelor-principal some of their left over holiday "grub." I fell before her 
broad open plains-like beauty, her mischievous kindly smile, her noble heart, 
and her "grub" as helpless as a babe. Nor could I stand alone until she 

promised to continue as my assistant through life. 
Ten days before school closing I started a messenger to Stanton for ow 

license and he got back with it just in time foi us to marry the last day of 

school. 
That night the charivari bent the roof and cracked the windows. The 

next day we "honeymooned" in a hack to my home where we found a 
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"jumper" in another shack on my land contesting my claim. My shack had 
been built nearly two years and this "vision" was the first woman to enter 
it. Some of my neighbors had borrowed many of my dishes and small 
furniture and carried to their apartments under my mesquite grub brushpile. 
Some of those rats must have been doctors because they had my fever 
themometer, and some must have been school teachers for they started out 
with some of my books. 

But what became of Gomez ? The cowboys had learned to contest the 
nesters in their own style to save for themselves some land from the great 
stampede. Now they decided to contest the nesters in nester style for a 
city. After Gomez had become a famous town Mr. Brownfield, a stockman, 
promoted Brownfield on Sulfur Draw five miles east of Gomez, equally 
distant from the center of Terry County. He got a Mr. Hill to put in a 
hotel and got Pofessors Hardin and Small of Parker County to take an in- 
terest in the town and establish a school. They had a dozen pupils and the 
support of the cowboys. 

Those fast nesters at Gomez "pulled a bone" when they called for the 
election before many of them had been there long enough to vote, many of 
them having come from other states. 

The cowboys snowed them under and got Brownfield for the county site 
Then Brownfield became and continues to be the hustling, or "husking" city 
of Terry County. It fattens for shipment on home-raised corn more cattle 
than any other Texas town. That means the nesters conquered the country 
if the cowboys did capture the town. That also sounds like the long hunted 
Chicago. 

Since three cities arose and exploded as meteors around the center of 
Terry County before one stuck I sometimes wondered if the vision I saw at 
Gomez which became the salvaged jewel from that meteor would be perm- 
anent. Sometimes when away during a sand storm I would rush home to 
see if she had vanished like the lady in Dorothy's "Wind". 

But to my joy I always found her at home and at work providing com- 
forts for her husband and the seven children we have reared, three of them 
born while we lived in that shack we went to on our "Honey Moon". Now 
one-third of a century has passed with her still with me as lively and beau- 
tiful as ever and perhaps doing more work, especially for church and charity. 

The disputed location of that land had been settled and we moved our 
shack to our building place and added a dug-out to it. 

In addition to the cotton growing, dairying and school teaching already 
mentioned, I pioneered in another diversification project. I bought a syrup 
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mill, arranged a furnace to burn the dried pumice, and cooked and bucketed 

many gallons of good sorghum syrup which Lubbock merchants sold to peo- 

ple all over the South Plains. In dry falls that plan was a success but in 

damp seasons it was a failure. I wonder now why farmers near a gas line 

do not fix to produce all the sorghum "lasses" this country needs, especially 

if they have light soil. 

After about three years of worry, faith and prayer all our several land 
suits were .won. After the jumper case was won I did the most heroic deed 
of my life which my lawyers called a most foolish deed. My contestant 
claimed I had defrauded him in a prior deal, and that if that deal had come 
before the jury he would have won. I felt like I would rather have a clear 
reputation than land, and knowing I had been square and having faith in 
those citizens I submitted the case to arbitration before all of the same 
jurymen we could get together and put all the facts before them. They de- 
cided in my favor and their written decision clearing me of fraud was kept 
for many years among my valuables. 	I can recall 	only 	two 	now living, 
George Carter and William Tubbs. 

When I sold out I moved to San Marcos 	and 	entered 	the Teacher's 
Normal there. 	But before I could get my diploma, a new town, the Santa Fe 
center of West Texas, was born back in my old range and I rushed back to 
teach its first school and start it on the right trail. 	And here I am yet. 

But a story of pioneering should not close without a prairie fire. 
About March, 1906, when all the southeast part of Lubbock County was 

covered with grass except a half dozen farms around Union, a fire started 
on the prairie at Slide one morning when the wind was blowing about 50 
miles per hour. I was teaching at Union and when we saw the smoke was 
coming I told the children to get home as quickly as possible. 

I got in my buggy and loped for home and passed the lead blaze about 
half way. It had almost the speed of the wind. But the sides of the fire 
wcre slow enough to keep away from until I reached home. Some folks had 
the most of it put out around my place. Hundreds of people gathered from 
several counties to fight that fire. Fighting was done with sacks kept wet 
with water hauled from windmills. It took all the grass and blacked the 
prairie from whEre Posey is to Tahoka Lakes and on east to the canyon. 
The Union school house had recently been moved to the present site and the 
grass was tall around it. But the wind carried the blaze so rapidly no 
buildings caught. There wcre some stacks of feed and pens of cotton burn- 
ed in the fields. The herds had to be moved to other ranges. 
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In 1905 while I taught Union school and Carlton Couch taught Slide 
school, Union invited Slide school and all its patrons over to spend a day of 
spelling, "ciphering" and speaking contests and also racing, jumping, and 
baseball contests, Union furnishing the eats. The next month the visit was 
returned at Slide. These were the first school meets on the Plains and I 
suppose the forerunners of scholastic meets. 

Further expression of my pioneer experiences will be attempted in 
verses in the next chapter. 

My story of how the nesters conquered West Texas, especially the 
Llano Estacado, is about told, as far as my experience reaches. We have 
seen the "Nester War" for the Promised Land start on the Plains at Lub- 
bock, then the Jericho. But now Lubbock has become the Jerusalem by be- 
ing the location of "Texas Tech", the temple of learning that is the educa- 
tional shrine of all West Texas. 

The fight for location of the "Tech" was a great battle itself. After 
much pleading and previous attempts the Legislature responded in 1922 
with a bill providing for the establishment in West Texas of a technological 
college to teach all that State University and Texas A. and M. both do and 
some weaving knowledge besides. Nearly $2,000,000 was provided with 
which to build it and a committee was appointed to choose the location. 
Every town almost from Abilene to New Mexico and back to Quanah wanted 
to be that location. When the committee made its inspecting tour there was 
a great gathering of people to meet it and show what they 'had to offer at 
every town. Lubbock and Slaton had been fighting each other bitterly for 
pre-eminence but this time Slaton made a heroic sacrifice of her own ambi- 
tion and fought almost as hard for Lubbock as Lubbock did for herself. The 

committee decided to locate the college on the 2,000 acres offered by Lubbock 
on her west side. Then Lubbock invited all the rest of West Texas to one 
of the greatest love-feast celebrations ever put over. This love-feast was 
repeated at the coner-stone laying in 1925, and may they continue through- 
out the career of "Our Texas Tech". 

This college now has several million dollars worth of equipment and 
enrolls about 2500 students, perhaps the greatest showing ever to be made 
by a college that young. That is West Texas style. 

Lubbock was loyal to the cowboys but has been friendly to the nesters. 
She fostered their cotton growing and got located for them an experiment 
station that developed the sudan grass that made Lubbock world famous. 
For a while farmers here made several hundred dollars per acre growing and 
selling to the world sudan seed at $1.00 per pound. 
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The development of each community from the time it counted its annual 
production in thousands of yearlings to counting it in thousands of bales of 
cotton and tons of grain without a decrease in number if yearlings would 
be interesting history. So would the evolution of each community's pride 
from centering on high corrals to centering on high schools. All these with 
each community's resources for future development, though common to us, 
should be shown the world at the Centennial. 

But now our great job is to make the country afford the most possible 
happiness to its people. 

What is happiness and how to obtain it in this life will require a whole 
chapter of. meditation. And this glorious Easter with life rebudding after 
the storms and frosts of the past black Fridays inclines one towards that 
chapter. But before ascending to that higher plain of meditation which is 
the Llano Estacado of Thoughtland let us summarize some of our past with 
the verses already mentioned. As they were written at different times and 
exress my feelings at those times I call them "Epic of Plains Epochs'.' 

Photo by Artcraft Studio from Painting by Jonnie Wilson and used by 
courtesy of the Texas Highway Magazine. 

Looking down Yellowhouse Canyon, five miles northeast of Slaton, .where 
the author first climbed up on the Plains. The new road spanning that gulf 
now is shown. In the upper right hand corner is a good view of the Caprock 

that surrounds most of the Llano Estacado. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

Epic Of Plains Epochs 

TROUBLES OF HOMESTEADING 

Death having robbed him of family and home, 
leaving him heartbraken, lonely, to roam. 

Esty, our hero, decided one time 
Fortune to seek in the western clime. 

Grasping at hope he, in dusty July, 
Boarded his wagon, West Tex14s to try, 

Passing o'er mountains and rough, rocky hills. 
Gorges and canyons, with in them no rills. 

These were the brakes, and the country seemed drier 
Than any place out of Satan's great fire. 

But while the brakes were suffering for rains, 
Es climbed the cap rock and viewed the Staked Plaines. 

"Never on earth," thought he, "ever was seen 
Levlier sight than this ocean of green.' • 

Well might he, thus at the soul-stirring sight, 
Gaze in such wonder with thrilling delight; 

God, having thrown up the brakes without pains, 
Then showed His master work on the Staked Plains. 

Rolling them gently he patted them down; 
Smoothed from their face every wrinkle and frown. 

Grassy and level, though often they rise 
Sloping again down to where a lake lies, 

Sparkling and waving the wanderer to come 
Bidding him make in its domain his home. 

Yonder a windmill which fanned by the breeze, 
Purest cold water was pumping with ease, 

Sleek saucy white faces ran up and drank, 
Bellowed their thanks pawing dirt at the tank. 

Modest and neat, in its cottonwood grove, 
Nestle a shrine to the Author of Love, 

Whom here the stock farmer's family adore, 
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Where there's no wolf to be driven from the door. 
Out in the orchard, as cunning as apes 

Laughing wee children were eating ripe grapes. 
And in the garden of cabbage and greens 

Mother was singing and picking snap beans; 
While from the field where kaffir heads shine, 

Father came whistling with a mellon so fine. 
"Heaven! Eureka! The Paradise found!" 

Estey exclaimed upon looking around. 	
* 

"Here I shall settle no longer to roam. 
Merciful Father, grant me such a home." 

Then to help answer this heart-spoken prayer, 
Estey to looking began with much care 

Over the country endeavoring to find 
Land for a home that just suited his mind. 

Texas was selling her school land quite low, 
Taking one fortieth, balance to go, 

Thirty-nine summers with never a dun! 
And the per annums just three per cent run! 

Then if the int'rest is paid up each year, 
No further claims from the state will appear. 

But every buyer of this land was compelled 
Truly to settle on the land that he held, 

Making his home on it, living three years; 
Having though, half of it off without fears. 

That he might educate children was planned, 
Or to earn money to pay on his land. 

Then if another decides that he saw, 
Purchaser failing to comply with the law, 

He can make claim and, if proved on the stand, 
Sadly the first one may lose all his land. 

This is called "land jumping" and "jumper" the man 
Who from another takes land if he can. 

Here, let me pause and digressingly say, 
"Land jumping" may be all right in its way— 

That is in knowing that purchaser has lied 
When for his homestead he swearing, applied, 

Never intending to live on his claim. 
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Otherwise, land jumping must be a shame. 

Those things, however, were not in his way; 

Estey was wanting a place he could stay; 

Land for a home was what he desired; 

Then to find school land he hunted till tired. 

Often a prospect excited his hope, 
Then disappointment would cause him to mope. 

One time he leased some public domain, 
But, lacking funds, had to sell it again. 

After long searching he found his ideal, 
Made application—the first to the seal; 

And the next year got to purchase the same, 
Had it surveyed, established his claim. 

Then did his troubles all happily cease? 
No! they, recruiting, _came flocking like geese! 

Ground that he picked, and for building had planned 

Lay where another man claimed for his land. 
Though this man's land didn't lie even near, 

Wrongly surveying, he said it was here. 
Estey was threatened, forbidden come in; 

Told to bring suit if he thought he could win. 

Then for a time, to a different spot, 
Estey removed till possession he got. 

He, just as close to his choice as he could, 
Grubbed out a farm, getting plenty of wood; 

Sodding and plowing and planting it—whence 
Maise that he raised went to pay for his fence— 

Working alone, with no one he could speak, 

Often forgetting the day of the week. 
Such is the life that a bachelor lives— 

Such is the pleasure that homesteading gives. 

After a year or more's fighting in court, 
Gladly the other man gave up the fort. 

But, the expense, Estey's cash went to pay; 
Then to earn interest he worked some away; 

Often though came to his humble abode— 

Seemed 'that the sight of it lightened his load. 
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Only one room, but all neatly arranged, 

And with the governor he wouldn't 've exchanged. 
"No place like home" many times has he said, 

Washing his clothes or making his bed. 
"Yet, one thing is needed to gladden my life; 

Home isn't perfect unless there's a wife." 

Now the said absence continued thru fall, 
Lasting not six months, though, in all. 

Estey the while suffering pains from a dart 
• Cupid had fatally shot through his heart. 

Fate, in compassion, though, spared him his life 
Healing his wound with the love of a wife. 

Now the whole world seemed to overflow joy 
While they were planning how best to employ 

Gladly their time at improving their home, 
Where they would be soon as wedding day come. 

But 0! What clouds darken sunny days planned! 
When they get home there's a "jumper" on their land! 

Yet they, in faith, prayed for God in His power 
Not to allow the vile raid of their bower. 

Soon they removed to their well chosen lot— 
Even the plains has no lovelier spot; 

Where from their well they can water the ground 
Sloping to every direction around. 

Soon they had sodded and worked with the hoe 
Patches for orchards and gardens to grow. 

Soon they had flowers, where vines now entwine, 
Glitt'ring as stars that in evening shine. 

Now their green forage, when swayed by the winds, 
Whispers of blessings the Merciful sends. 

Estey can almost in vision now real 
Reach and embrace his cherished ideal. 

But awful gloom, there's the "jumper" to fight! 
What if he, losing sensation of right 

Get from the court a permit to this home 
Driving this family again out to roam! 

Knowing the laws do not grant such a thing 
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And that our juries just verdicts still bring, 
Estey is hopeful and working with pains, 

Making more pleasant his home on the plains. 
Could any man with a heart in his breast, 

Favor now robbing this sacred home-nest? 
In Avalanche A. D. 1904. 

• 	• 	4 

DURING THE 1917-18 DROUTH 

Seventeen years since the time of this story 
Wonders have wrought on the plains for their grory. 

Then 'twas ten miles to the nearest door neighbor 
Now to each section are people to labor. 

Freight that was wagoned ten days from the T. & P. 
Speeds now all over the plains on the Santa Fe. 

Where was no house in a twenty-mile ride 	• 

Now thrives a city, the Santa Fe pride. 
Right in this town in his model farm home 

Estey has settled to never more roam. 
To give his six children the best education; 

No lovlier place could he find in the nation. 

Now since the court its glad verdict made known 
Pioneer troubles from Estey have flown. 

Save an occasional West Texas drouth 
Trying its terrors to run him back south. 

But now even drouths cannot cause him much pains 
He's learned he can beat them by staying with the Plains. 

He's seen from all perils no matter how sore. 
The Plains still emerges more glorious than before. 

And here's his old slogan hung high, still unfurled: 

The Staked Plains Forever, the Garden of the World. 
A. D. 1918 in Slatonite 

* 
	 * 

DURING THE GREAT DROUTH 1933-35 

Seventeen more years since the Two-Year-Drouth 

Failed to expell us back east or farther down south. 
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Then the next year began bumper crop yields 
Never more bountiful gathered from fields. 

Then the Plains boomed more then pioneers dreamed. 
Land prices soared till "All cornered!" it seemed. 

Ranches to cotton fields turned, and the towns to skyscrapers. 
Then came Depression—and now the Great Drouth— 

Sand storms and dry acres! 

Still there's hope for a prosperous Plains. 
Oceans of underground water remains. 

God gives us power in winds overhead. 
"Hitch it to motors and pump!" hath He said. 

Resources greater than other lands possess, 
Only need harnessing marOcind to bless. 

He gives the harness in lightening strings. 
Shouldn't we rig them for doing these things? 

April, 1935 

Rains and good times came back even this year! 
What land can change so abruptly from gloom to bright 

cheer? 
Thanksgiving, 1935 
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CHAPTER IX 

Sociology, The Llano Estacado of Though Land 

Some express fear that this chapter on how to promote the people's 

happiness is too high above the rest of the book to be agreeable. But we 
started out with expressed purposes including one of suggesting pioneering 
routes towards a greater era. And since a greater era depends upon a hap- 
pier people and happiness depends upon social conditions it would be shirk- 
ing to leave off this chapter. 

Of what value is a knowledge of our country's history and its resources 
if not to help us promote happiness. 

The Commoner of Galilee led us up to this Higher Plain when he an- 
nounced the Golden Rule. Thomas Jefferson led us up the Caprock to this 
Llano Estacado in the Declaration of Independence by the statements that 
"All men are born equal with inalienable rights to life, liberty, and per-! 
suit of happiness, to secure which governments are established by the peo- 
ple in such form as to them shall seem most likely to effect their satiety 
and happiness," to be altered are changed into new governments by them 
when the old ones fail to accomplish best he above purposes, as the people 
did ten years after our first one was formed. 

This high Plain that these great explorers led us upon has never been 
thoroughly ,explored and understood by us. We swallowed with relish the 
idea of individual liberty and progressed into the idea of liberty for sever- 
al to combine for doing greater things for happiness. 

But some of us gag at the idea of liberty for all the people to combine 
for doing still greater things for all the people's happiness. 

As an exploration trip out into this Llano Estacado of Thought Land 
let us proceed with our Easter meditations. 

The ultimate aim of all study and effort is to obtain happiness. The 
great problem is to determine what constitutes happiness and the great job 
is to procure the things that produce happiness. 

If there were no society there would be no desires except to satisfy 
hunger, thirst, and other bodily needs for comfort. But in association with 
others there arise other desires of equality or superiorty and for homage 
and tribute. 

In sacred history man's blessed estate was first as a superior individ- 

ual in the Garden of Eden with all his needs provided without his efforts, 
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the consumation of his glory being his power to do as he pleased and to 

enjoy the companionship of his kind. He fell from that ideal state of bless- 
edness by abusing his freedom and was cursed with the necessity of working 
for his living. That sacred history also reveals that the ultimate blessed 
estate of man will be regained when he, without loss of individuality, has 
lost all selfishness, and is ready to join with everybody on equal basis m 
one common engagement which everyone will enjoy equally and supremely 
forever, with no more work to do. Nor does that history and description of 
man's nature and destiny conflict with what we learn of him in profane his- 
tory and our own experience. His ideal is a state wherein he can be happiest 
with least labor. 

His first efforts were mostly individual but soon he learned the value 
of socially combined efforts. Forming governments for common protection 
were the first accomplishments of united people. These first governments 
were autocratic, being owned and directed by one in the interest of himEelf. 

Then more people desired to rule and became conscious of their equal 
ability and oligharchies were formed, i. e., governments owned by a fowl 
and operated in the interest of the owners. And finally, as people became 
universally educated into a consciousness of the common equality of all 
people, democracies were formed in which all the people rule in their own 

interest. 

But there was always a fight the larger group would have to win to 
gain possession of privileges already possessed by the few, just as we have 
seen when the nesters fought for West Texas. 

The same kind of wars are now being fought for the people's business. 
In this modern highly socialized age there is not much private business 
left for individuals. The most of modern business is beyond the reach of 

individuals. Companies of people must combine their abilities and work as 
an organized unit to produce most of the people's present services. It is 

a blessing to the people that these services can be produced that way. But 
if all the people combined in a more powerful company can produce the 
services still more cheaply so that all the people can use them to lessen their 
need to labor, by the nature of man they will do it sooner or later, and it 
will be as just as for smaller companies to take business from individuals. 

'As an example of how much cheaper all the people combined in a gov- 
ernment can do public business, consider whether you will send an Easter 
message to your mother, or other friend, my mail or wire. A message by 
postal card carried by a business owned by all the people will cost one penny. 
A wire night letter of the same number of words carried by a business own- 
ed by a few people, though requiring less capital and less labor, and about 
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&S much time, win cost fifty times as much and he prohibitive to the major- 

ity. The extra cost will go to enrich the few owners. 

It is argued that if all the people combine to produce the people's needs, 

those needs may be produced with much less labor and many people lose 

their Jobs. That raises the suspicion that it is possible for the inventive 

and organizing genius of man to devise plans by which all the need' of the 

people may be produced with one-half the man hours of labor formerly 

used. Is that a menace to fear? Not at all. But rather that is the half %ray 

marker on the highway of man to his ideal state. Labor is a divine curse 

and becomes a blessing only as we make it so by doing our part to relieve 

others from the necessity of unjust labor. If people can pool their labor 

and genius in any way to produce all their needs in one-tenth the time 

formerly, required and will divide equally among all the people the benefits 

of the gained nine-tenths of laborless time, they will thereby accomplish 

nine-tenths of their journey to their Glory Land. Practically, that means 

laborers would have to work only one-tenth of their former hours but re- 

ceive ten times as much per hour. The idle time gained would be devoted to 

recreation and self improvement. 	
• 

There is no better place on earth to accomplish that kind of progress 

toward the ideal state than on these Plains. We have the soil and the water 

and the climate sufficient, if properly harnessed, to produce all our net-dolt 

with very little work. Our growing season is summer and autumn. In the 

winter and spring, wind power is wasting that with man's inventive genius 

could be applied to that ocean of water under us and made to soak thorough- 

ly all our subsoil at this time of the year anti make it yield crops whether 

it rains in the summer or not. Nature never intended for crops to be start- 

ed here before May and June. She arranges to grow as much in four months 

here as can be grown in six months in other places. That haves lots of time 

for farmers' children to go to school here. 

But these visions of progress can be accomplished only as business is 

developed in the interest of the people instead of in the interest of a few 

owners. The stockmen that once controlled this country kept the people 

scared off with scare-crows in the way of propaganda about "drouths", 

"sandstorms," "no wood," and "no water." 

Now the "big business" men that controll the people's business and 

charge higher rates than people can afford to pay for using to develop the 

country and save labor scare the people away from carrying on these busi- 

nesses with the scare-crows of "Communism," "Socialism," "Government- 

competition," "Unconstitutional," etc. 
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Don't blame these business men, for all of us would be like them if we 
were in their places. And they are due praises and pay for pioneering in' 
these fields. But when the time is ripe for the people to possess these busi- 
nesses and operate them in the interest of all the people, the people them- 
selves are the saps if they shy at those scarecrows. 

The fact is that any business run by an association of people is al- 
ready socialized. And since nearly all businesses are run that way, our 
principal businesses are already socialized. That was necessary to progress, 
though it knocks the individual out of a chance in business. B'ut the remedy 
is not to go back to individualism with much labor, and little production, 
but to go forward to a perfected society with much production with little 
labor, but have the benefits justly distributed. 

Plainly the remedy is to peopleize our already socialized business. Here 
are sixteen lines found on my desk, author unknown. They describe our 
social state so well that I have added twelve more lines to make a treatise 
on sociology. 

OLD MEN 

In savage tribes where skulls are thick 
And primal passions rage 

They have a system sure and quick 
To cure the blight of age; 

For when a native's youth have fled 
And years have sapped his vim 

They simply knock him on the head 
And put an end to him. 

But we, in this enlightened age, 
Are built of sterner stuff. 

And we look with righteous rage 
On deeds so harsh and rough 

For when a man grows old and gray 
And weak, and short of breath 

We simply take his job away 
And let him starve to death. 

Author Unknown. 

How foolish is our social plan 
That takes his job from many a man 

And makes him of no further use. 
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Our own possessions rust and rot 

With many Ir. the starve-out lot 

And none to buy what we produce. 

Far wiser we that work or sell 

Divide with those not fixed so well 

To make them buyers of out stuff. 

Do not add work to make more jobs 

Divide work into smaller ge.bs 

Then all our trails will be less rough. 

While we digest those suggestions may we review and discuss some 

of this country's social history. 

The character of people is revealed by their social t4ndencies and the 

people's social engagements make the life of a country. In the cowboy era 

singing ballads, playing instruments, and (lacing were common pastime. 

Those folks would go many miles to the old fashion "square dance" that 

would some times last for several days and nights. 

The first thought of a nester when settling was of a school and their 

first gatherings would be in some form of religious or song service. As soon 

rig two or three families located within ten miles of each other they would 

start a school community and vote a school tax. In the country the school 

often started in a residence and when the school house would be built it 

would accomodate all religious and other services. In town the first schools 

were usually taught in the church house until a high school could be built. 

About the first meeting in a nuw town would be a revival by some pioneer 

missionary at which a collection would be taken to build a church house. 

One of the best country building folk-gatherings would be the commun- 

ity fairs, usually promoted by the towns, at which the people exhibited the 

best they had grown, or made, getting prizes for best exhibits. This was 

educational and stimulated efforts that improved home and farm life. Fur 

the good of the country these community fairs should continue but should 

be made mostly with home talent. Home economic clubs and 441 clubs are 

very valuable. Any kind of meetings that bring the people together in a 

common cause of public good or for innoc.nt pleasures should be encourag- 

ed. For that purpose nothing is better than Folk Singings. 

Music has the strongest appeal to human emotion of all forms of ex- 

pression. Music, consisting of rhythm, melody, and harmony is a three-ply 

universal language and when appropriate words are added the expression is 

four-ply and unequaled in strength. Music is the oldest and most refining 

of the arts and its divinest form is congregational singing. Revelation teaches 
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that engaging in this divine form of music will be the principal enjoyment 
of the Redeemed throughout Eternity. 

People who enjoy performing or list fling to music, especially class 

singing, manifest there by a high trait of character. West Texas people 

have not been behiud any people in love and talent for the best in music. One 
of the first impulses of every nzw community was to meet and sing. Perhaps 
there would be no instrument but th_ re would be a reader to "sound the key 
pitch" from which those singing soprano, alto, base, and tenor would catch 
their pitches and all join in the harmony of some 31d familiar hymn like 
"Sweet Bye and Bye" or sing by note at first sight Showalter's new song, 

"Leaning on the Everlasting Arms," which is now an old standard hymn 
as sacred as any ever sung. Perhaps, though, there would be some to object 

to singing those "new fangled" songs like "When Jesus Came Into My 
Heart" and "Love Lifted Me," even as there are yet those who object to 
singing new songs at church. They ioi'get that "Amazing Grace" had to be 
once a new song. 

To people that can "sing by note", that is, sing a song at first sight 

just as the writer intended it sung, singing new songs is as thrilling as 
reading new stories. And that tra it has divine encouragement because the 

Lord's people would compose and sing new songs to celebrate every great 

event. 

The singers of one of these early communities wiuld invite those of 

one or more other communiti s to meet with them and have an inter-com- 
munity singing. And pretty soon a county convention would be arranged 
with all the singers of the county present. These county singing conventions 
would meet about once each quart _r and sing all day with the host com- 
munity furnishing the eats. The communities had perhaps had singing schools 

taught at which the old fashion country singing school teacher had trained 

the classes to sing by note, carrying 1111 the parts, and also to sing special 

solos, duets, and quartettes and now they would enter contests to win the 

banner for best singing. 
)But now there are so many people attracted to those conventions to 

hear those mighty choruses and specials that no community can furnish 

the eats for the crowds and very few auditoriums can accomodate them. 

This democratic singing denot(s a people of deep emotions and high 

visions. Yet it is discredited by some of a more arristocratic nature who 
prefer that singing be restricted more to church services and under con- 
trol of authorized teach rs. It is claimed that this kind of singing under 
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sponsorship of uneducated f7runtry singing school teacher% is "back-wooa- 

ish." Along these ideas have grown two groups of mu"icsans contesting for 

popular favor though perhaps unconsciously. They are the conservativvs 

wiahing to keep the people tied to the clailics, and the progressives %%1-:-- 

ing to lead the people into %% hat they enjoy most by the easiest route. 

While music is the olde.it art it has b4.!•on with-held from the comnion 

people by the slowest progress towards a scientific system of writing it 

for easy reading. Our lives have been spent in so much attention to lu 

and spaces and modified lines and spaces by sharps and flats that nut many 

of us know that music is simply the combination and succe%sion accord - 

to laws of rhythm and harmony of a family of seven definitely r. sated ton. 

They are now called do-re-mi-fa-sol-la-ti-do. But it was in the present gen- 

eration that distinct names for all these tones were adopted. The fundament- 

al tone is repeated at the top to complete the octave which is the natural 

unit interval in music. The upper "Do" consists of twice the number of vi- 

brations per second as does the lower "Do." This octave interval is divided 

by harmony and science into 12 equal intervals called, half steps. Betweeli 

ml and fa and between ti and do are half-step intervals but between any 

other two successive tones of the scale are two half-steps, or a whole step. 

That arrangement of steps and half steps will form the major diatonic 

scale no difference what is talc( n for the do, or fundamental tone . 

These scale members are related by their ratios of vibrations so that 

when one familiar with the do-re-mi's hears any music he recognizes which 

member of the scale is each tone of the music. The language of music 

expressed by arrangement of these tones. 'the great pity is that no system 

of notation has been adopted universally that conveys these individual tone 

relations quickly to the eye. The modern b`ihspe notes" that convey the do- 

ra-mi- relation, written on the staff to indicate their pitch location, afford 

the most scientific notation yet devised. But not many of our instrumental 

teachers will teach them. 

There is an understanding and thrill derived from ability to read and 

sing at sight new songs independent of any instrument that cannot come 

to even instrumental artists without that vocal sight reading ability. We 

should have our children trained in sight singing if we have to get the old 

fashion singing school teacher to train them. 

But the "ensemble" is not all the worthwhile in music. Lonesome cow- 

boys kept themselves company with songs and sometimes with a french 
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harp, banjo, fiddle, or guitar. My life as a bachelor nester would be made 
brighter by throwing my soul for awhile into some song or effort at instru- 
mental music. A good ending of this chapter will be the "Cow Boy's Sweet 
By and By" which was very popular in the 1890's. I will try to convey 
the music ideas the best way possible in common type. 

I found that I could convey the tune ideas by spelling, lining, and spac- 
ing the do-re-mi's, without Staffs, on the type-writer. But it was too hard 
for the printer. 

I will try to put it on the back of this book in the usual way with the 
do-re-mi shapes added. These shapes add as much convenience to singers 
over plain round notes as the riding cultivator adds to the convenience of 
farmers over the old "Georgia Stock." After this song we may see the "Last 
Round-Up" and what followed it in the next chapter. 

Cowboy's Sweet By and By 

Last night as I lay on the prairie 
Looking up at the stars in the sky 

I wondered if ever a cowboy 
Would drift to that Swcet By and By. 

The trail to that bright mystic region 
Is narrow and dim, so they say 

While the road that leads to predition 
. Is posted and blazed all the way. 

They say there'l be a grand Round-Up 
Where cowboys like others will stand 

To be cut by the riders of judgement 
Who are posted and know every brand. 

• 

Perhaps I'll be a stray cowboy 
Unbranded, unclaimed up on high 

To be mavricked by the Boss of that Round-Up 
And shipped to the Sweet By and By. 
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